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FOREWORD

Gasoline engines have, over the years, maintained a position of im
portance in the field of power development. Because of their inherent
characteristics of dependable and economicalservice, they have been the
answer to a long standing demand for power. CONTINENTALMOTORS
CORPORATION,with their extensive research, maintain a reputation
earned in over 60 years of leadership in the internal combustion engine
industry.

Continental gasoline engines are designed for rugged service and are
simple to service and maintain; they are capable of producing smooth
dependable power, with excellent fuel economy.

Good operation and a planned maintenance program as outlined in
this manual are of vital importance in obtaining maximum engine per
formance, and long engine life. The instructions on the following pages
have been written with this in mind, to give the operator a better under
standing of the various problems which may arise, and the manner in
which these problems can best be solved or avoided.

Procedure in the Preventive Maintenance Section must be set up
and followed by the owner and operator to obtain dependable service
and long lite [rom. the engine. Owners and operators are expected to
perform these maintenance procedures as outlined under the daily
schedule as well as 50-hr., 250-hl·., and 500-hr. periods WHILE IN THE
WARRANTY PERIOD AS WELL AS DURING THE LIFE OF THE ENGINE.

Warranty sercice doc« not include tune-up of the engine such as
r'eplacing spark pltu)«, dist ributor points, tappet settings, ignition tim
ing, ignition u-irina, air cleaner seroice and lubrication and filter
maintenance.

The operator is cautioned against the use of any parts, other than
GenuineContinental Parts for replacement or repair. GenuineContinental
parts have been engineered and tested for their particular job, and the
use of any other parts may result in unsatisfactory performance and short
engine life. Likewise, Continental distributors and dealers, because of
their closefactory relations, can render the best and most efficient service.

THE LIFE OF YOUR ENGINE DEPENDS ON
THE CARE IT RECEIVES.
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Figure ,- N Series

Figure 3 - F400 Series - Open Power Unit

Figure 2 - Y400 Series
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Figure 4 - F600 Series

Figure 5 - M600 Series

Figure 6 - 8600 Series - Open Power Unit
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FOUR CYLINDER INDUSTRIAL L-HEAD ENGINES*

MODEL N-S6 N-62 Y-69 Y-91 Y-112 F-124 F-140 F-162

• No. of cylinders 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Bore and Stroke 2%; x 3~ 2% x 3~ 2~ x3~ 2Ya x 3~ 3Ji'6 X3~ 3 x 4% 3Ji'6 x 4% 3?{6x 4%

Displacement Cu. In. 56 62 69 91 112 124 140 162

(ompression Ratio 6.12 6.46 6.66 6.46 6.07 6.28 6.00 6.01

Max. Oil Pressure" 20-30 20-30 30-40 30-40 30-40 20-30 20-30 20-30

Min. Oil Pressure (Idling) 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

Firing Order 1-3-4-2 1-3-4-2 1-3-4-2 1-3-4-2 1-3-4-2 1-3-4-2 1-3-4-2 1-3-4-2

Main Brg. Frt. 2 x 11)J'2 2 X11)J'2 1% xl~ 1% xl!1 1% x JI)J'2 2%; X H{6 2%; X 11\6 2%; X 1~6

Main Brg. (enter 1% x J2)J'2 1% XP)J'2 1% x 1% 2%; x 1% 2%; x 1% 2%; x 1~

Main Brg. Rear 2 x 11~:l2 2 X 11)J'2 1% X 1273'2 1% X ]273'2 1% X 12>3'2 2%; X157;(4 2%; X157;(4 2%; xl%

(onn. Rod Brg_
Dia. and Length l~xl 1!1 xl 1!1 X lJi'6 1~ X lJi'6 1~ X lJi'6 111\6X11\6 Jl1\6 X11\6 111\6X11\6

Oil Capacity
(rankcase 3!1 3~ 3~ 3!1 3!1 4 4 4

Filter !1 !1 !1 !1 !1 !1 !1 !1

Total 4 4 4 4 4 4~ 4!1 4!1

Valve Clearance

Intake .015 .012 .012 .012 .012 .014 .014 .014

Exhaust .015 .012 .012 .012 .012 _016 0 .016 0 _016 0

Water Capacity (Given in quarts - add approximately 1 quart for hoses)

Engine 2 2 3% 3% 3% 5 5 5

Engine and Radiator 11 11 14 15 15 14 14 15

Weight (Bare Engine 180 210 290 290 290 415 415 415

'Dlmenslons and data shown are for Standard Industrial Engines.

"Note: Other oil pressures are available, based on customer specifications.

~ Static or cold setting .017
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SIX CYLINDER L-HEAD ENGINES*

MO DEl F-I86 F-209 F-226 F-244 M-271 M-290 M-330 M-363 8-371 8-427

110.of Cylinders 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 8

Bore" Stroke 3x4% 3~6 x 4% 3~6 x 4% 3?(6x 4% 3% x4% 3~ x 4% 4x4% 4x4% 4Ya 14% 4~,14Y.

DisplacementCu. In. 186 209 226 244 271 290 330 363 371 427

CompressionRatio 6.43 6.09 6.02 6.9 6.12 5.96 6.75 6.70 5.96 5.76

Max.011Pressure" 20-30 20-30 20-30 20-30 30·40 30·40 30·40 30·40 40-50 40-50

Min.011Pressure 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

Firing Order 1-5-3-6-2-4 1-5-3-6-2-4 1-5-3-6-2-4 1-5-3-6-2-4 1-5-3-6-2-4 1-5-3-6-2-4 1-5-3-6-2-4 1-5-3-6-2-4 1-5-3-6-2-4 1-5-3-6-2-4

MainIrg. - Front 2)i x 1~6 2)i X 1~6 2% X1~2 2% X 1~2 2% X11!)'2 2%111% 2%11% 2%11% 2Y. x 1~ 2y' 1 1~

Main Irg. - In1. (2) 2)i xl)1 (2) 2)i XI)1 (2) 2% 11)1 (2) 2% 11)1 (4) 2% xl)1 (4)2%11)1 (4) 2% x1)1 (4)2%xlX (4)2y'xl% (4)2y'xl%

Main Irg. - Center 2% x 2~6 2% X2~6 2% X2~6 2% X2~6 2y' x 2% 2Y. x 2%

Main Irg. - Rear 2)ixl% 2)i x 11~6 2% x 14h4 2% x 14?(4 2% X2~6 2% X2~6 2% X2K6 2% 12K6 2y' x 22~2 2Y. 122~2

Conn.RodIrg.
Dla. & length 11~611~6 11~6X1~6 2){6X1~6 2){6 X 1~6 2)i X U{6 2)i XH{, 2X 11~, 2X 11~6 2Xxl% 2Xxl1){,

011 Capacity I
Crankcase 5 5 5 5 i 7 7 7 7 8 8

Filler X X X X 1 1 1 1 1 1

Tolal 5X 5)1 5)1 5X 8 I 8 I 9 9

Valve Clearance

Intake .014 .014 .014 .014 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017

Elhaust .0160 .0160 .0160 .016 .020 .020 .020 .020 .022 .022

Water Capacity (Given in quarts - add approximately I quart for hoses)

Engine 6)1 6)1 6)1 6X 13X 13X 13X 13X 16 111

Radlalor lOX 10)1 10)1 10)1 17X 17X 19X 19X 20 20

Total 17 17 17 17 31 31 33 33 36 36

Weight- Bare Engine 550 550 555 565 800 800 800 800 945 950

'Dimensions and data shownare for Standard Induslrlal Engines.

"Note: Other oil pressures ore available, based on customer specifications.

OStatic or cold setting .017
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INFORMATION FOR. ORDERING P4RTS

When ordering parts, refer to the engine name plate attached to side of the cylinder block,which lists
the model and serial number. In most cases a specificationnumber is listed. This data is of vital impor
tance in obtaining the correct parts: always include this information on your parts order.

Serial No.

Tappet

Oil

Oil Grade-Summer

Figure 9 - Nameplafe
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SECTION 1
GENERAL INFORMATION

L-Head engines have inherent design advan
tages which result in a more simpleengine of lower
height, weight and cost. All valves, cams, valve
lifters and all other moving parts are a part of the
cylinder blockassembly.

The cross-section of an L-Head engine resem
bles the letter "L" written upside down and en
gines with this type of combustion chamber are
also called side-valve engines.

Intake and exhaust valves are located in the side
pocket and both are directly operated through tap
pets from a single camshaft. This provides a sim
ple and heavy duty valve gear, since there is no
deflection. Figure JO - L-head design

CONTINENTAL L-HEAD ENGINES

Continental has eight basic four-cylinder and
ten six-cylinder L-Head type engines, ranging in
size from 56 to 427 cubic inch displacement.

The combustion chamber design has been tai
lored for the required turbulence, charge flowand
burning characteristics to provide dependable and
economical heavy duty service.

Some of the principal design features are:

1. Individual Porting - of the intake manifold
whereby each cylinder is fed with the fuel-air
mixture individually and not influenced by other
cylinders of the engine.

This is accomplished by casting the cylinder
block with individual intake valve passages for
each cylinder and connecting these passages to an
intake manifold which also has individualized pas
sages for each cylinder.

This equal distribution results in maximum
power, smooth operation, easy starting and longer
engine life.

Figure J J - Individual Porting
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2. Directional Cooling - is accomplishedby regu
lating the course of the coolwater from the water
pump so it first comesin contact with exhaust valve
seats and then to other points as indicated by their
relative temperatures.
This feature promotes uniform cooling through

out the system, prevents hot-spots and prolongs
valve life.

This coupled with the by-pass and thermostat
included in the engine assembly, insures rapid
warm-up and even temperature distribution.

Figure 12 - Directional Cooling in Slock

3. Full Length Water Jackets - completely sur
round all cylinder bores the full length of the piston
travel.
This insures uniform coolingwith minimum bore

distortion - which results in lower oil consump
tion; less blow-byand minimum tendency to sludge.

4. Removable Tappets - The large, barrel shaped,
pressure lubricated tappets are so designed that by
removing the adjusting screw - the main body
can be lifted out and replaced from above through
the valve chamber. This eliminates the costly serv
ice operation of dropping the oil pan and pulling
the camshaft. Locking of the adjustment is both
simple and effective.

Figure 13 - Full Length Water Jackets

5. Choice of Fuels - Gasoline- LPG - Natural Gas
- Fuel Oil- Continental L-Head engines have been
tailored for heavy-duty operation using gasoline -
LPG - natural gas - fuel oil fuels.

Figure 14 - Removable Tappets
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More than conventional number of studs to
prevent gasket failures, distortion of cylinder
bores and valve seats

Cylinder head gasket Lubrication to piston pins

Valve seat inserts

Exhaust valves

Valve guides

...,.. Valve springs

Srurt hole for lubrication of thrust side
o cylinder walls, piston pins, and cooling
of piston head

Crankcase ventilation

Submerged gear type oil pump
driven off camshaft

Figure J5 - Cross Section of a
Typical Continental "L" Head Engine
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SECTION II
LUBRICATION

ENGINE LUBRICATION SYSTEM

Continental L-Head engines have full pressure
lubrication to all main, connecting rod and cam
shaft bearings as wellas tappets and timing gears.
To insure piston pin lubrication and prevent pis

ton scuffing during the warm-up period in cold

weather - the large end of the connecting rods
have drilled spurt holespointing toward the thrust
side of the pistons. These line up with the oil hole
in the crank pin so that onceeach revolution, oil is
sprayed on the cylinder wall for lubrication.

Figure J 6 - Oiling Diagram
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Figure J 7 - Connecting Rod Spurt Hole

OIL PUMP
On all engines except the N-series, a large ca

pacity, submerged, gear type oil pump is driven
off the camshaft and protected by a large screen
inlet; on the N-series the oil pump is mounted on
the rear end plate.

An adjustable by-pass valve maintains suitable
oil pressure from idle to maximum speed automat
ically. The normal oil pressure at full throttle is
20-30 pounds for the N-F type engines and 40-50
pounds for the B engines and should not fall
below 7 pounds pressure at 400-600 R.P.M. idling
speed.* (M and Y engines are 30-40 pounds.)

CAUTION: If the oil pressure is erratic or
falls below these limits, stop the engine IM
MEDIATELY and find the cause of the trouble.
Refer to trouble shooting section for this in
formation.

Figure J 8 - Oil Pump

*Other pressures are available, based on customer
specifications.

A by-pass type oil filter is normally provided to
remove dirt and foreign elements from the oil, a
percentage of which Js passed through the filter
during the operating period. The removal of grit,
sludge and foreign particles causes filter elements
to clog and become ineffective unless they are
normally replaced every 150 hours.

OIL CHANGE FREQUENCY
Engine oil does not "wear out". However, the

lubricating oil in internal-combustion engines be
comes contaminated from the by-products of com
bustion: dirt, water, unburned fuel entering the
crankcase, and the detergents holding the carbon
particles in suspension in the crankcase.

Figure J 9 - Oil Filter

The frequency with which engine oil should be
changed depends upon (1) The quality of the oil,
(2) Type of operation, (3) Mechanical condition of
the engine and (4) The type of contaminants from
the engine operation and the surrounding
atmosphere.
In normal Industrial operation, the Continental

L-Head engines should have the oil changed after
every 50 hours of operation. The oil filter should
be changed every 150 hours. The oil should be
drained when the engine is at normal operating
temperature.

BREAKING-IN NEW OR
RECONDITIONED ENGINES

New or reconditioned engines have very small
clearances. To assure adequate oil distribution to
these closely fitted surfaces during the first week
or 50 hours of engine operation, the use of a lighter
bodied oil is desirable.
When the engine break-in is performed during

the warmer months of the year, an SAE 10-W-30
oil should be used. Be sure to allow a several
minutes warm-up period before applying the load.
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DO NOT FLUSH CRANKCASE WITH KEROSENE

Some operators unwisely put kerosene in the
crankcase after draining the engine oil, then turn
the engine over with the starter - in the belief
they are doing a better job of crankcase cleaning.
In doing this, kerosene is circulated through the

oil pump, the main oil header and the branches
leading into the engine bearings - thereby wash
ing away the protective oil film. In addition, some
of the kerosene will be trapped and remain to thin
out the new oil, reducing its lubricating qualities.
Donot put kerosene into the crankcase. The best

method is to drain the oil when the engine is thor
oughly heated - which will carry off most of the
sediment.

AIR CLEANER
All engines, when operating, consume several

thousand cubic feet of air per hour. Since dusty
air is full of abrasive matter, the engine will soon
wear excessively if the air cleaner does not remove
the dust before entering the cylinders.
Two basic types of air cleaners are normally

used - the oil bath type and the dry replaceable
element type.

Oil

Figure 20 - Sectional View of Oil Bath Air Cleaner
Operating conditions determine the air cleaner

service periods. In extremely dusty operations,
this may be once or twice daily. In dust protected

areas, the air cleaner should be serviced when
changing oil.
As the dirt is strained from the air flowing

through the cleaner, it thickens the oil in the cup
and raises the level. If the level is too high, agita
tion of the oil on the screen is affected and gritty
oil is carried over into the air stream, through the
carburetor and into the engine cylinders. This
wouldactually introduce a grinding compoundwith
resulting very rapid wear.

Figure 21 - Dry Replaceable Element Type
Air Cleaner

By actual measurement, the amount of dust
shown below,when admitted in the volume shown
every hour, will completely ruin an engine in an
eight hour day.

Figure 22
Proper servicing means Cleaning Thoroughly

and Refillingwith New Engine Oil, and Maintain
ing Air-Tight Connectionsbetween the air cleaner
and intake manifold so that All Air Entering The
Engine Is Filtered.
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LUBRICATION RECOMMENDATIONS
Motor oils used for internal-combustion en

gine lubrication perform many useful functions in
cluding: dissipating heat; sealing piston rings;
preventing metal to metal contact weal' and reduc
ing power loss through friction.

The lubricating oil recom mend ation is based
upon engine design; type of service and the atmos
pheric temperature prevailing. High quality oils
are required to assure maximumperformance, long
engine life and minimum cost of operation.

L-Head gasoline engines operate in a wide range
of service conditions and seasonal temperatures,
so our recommendations are given for various
types of service and ambient temperatures.

The American Petroleum Institute (API) has
established new service classifications so that the
engine operator can properly select the best type
of oil.

They have the following three classifications of
engine'oils relating to the different operating con
ditions for gasoline or other spark-ignition
engines:

SERVICE ML - (Former API Designation:
Regular)
Light or Easy Service Conditions- Such as
moderate operating speed at normal engine
temperatures - especially where the engine
is relatively insensitive to promote deposit
formation and bearing corrosion.

SERVICE MM - (Former API Designation:
Premium)
Moderate Severe Service Conditions- Involv
ing higher speeds and operating tempera
tures; particularly when the higher temper
atures tend to promote deposit formation and
bearing corrosion.

SERVICE MS - (Former API Designation:
Heavy-Duty Type)
Severest Service Conditions- include:
Start-Stop Operation - which leads to
emulsion sludge and corrosive wear; in
volves essentially a low-temperature condi
tion, and one which gets worse in colder
weather.
Severe High Temperature Operation - Re
sulting from high loads or overloadsor high
operating speed which tends to result in
carbon, lacquer and sludge deposits.

S.A.E. OIL BODY GRADES
The oil body grades available from the lightest
(SAE 5W) to the heaviest (SAE 40) are:

5W J 10W_120W 1 20 30 I 40

5W - 20

I~ lOW - 30 -'" ·1

MULTI-GRADE OILS - Such as SAE 5W-20 and
SAE 10W-30have the starting grade characteris
tics of the lighter oil and after it warms up it has
the running characteristic of the heavier grade.
The following SAE grades are general recom

mendations for Continental L-Head engines during
changing seasonal atmospheric temperatures:

* SEVERE NORMAL
ENGINE WINTER WINTER SPRING·FALL SUMMER
SERIES BELOW OOF. 0° ·32°F. 32°·75°F. ABOVE 75°F.

-,,- .--- ---- . =c=__=-= --_-t---=-=-C- ---- ----- ..._-_---

N lOW lOW SAE 20W SAE 30
----

SAE 20W SAE30y lOW lOW
--- --- -----

SAE30F lOW lOW SAE20W
~--

20W SAE30 SAE40M lOW
B lOW 20W SAE30 SAE40

'Below -100 F. use SAE 5W·20 Grade

The Multi-Grade oil used should cover the single
grade recommendation for the atmospheric tem
perature involved, e.g. SAE 10W-30covers SAE
lOW,SAE 20W, SAE 20 and SAE 30.
Use High Grade MSOils such as SoconyMobile

OilCompanyMobiloilor Delvac900-series. Favor
able conditions may warrant oils listed under ML
andMMservice; however our abovegeneral recom
mendations are listed under SERVICE MS Oils
such as:
MobiloilAF (SAE 40)
lVIobiloilA (SAE 30)
MobiloilArctic

(SAE 20-20W)
Mobiloil10W

(SAE lOW)
Mobiloil5W

(SAE 5W-20)
MobiloilSpecial

(SAE 10W-30)
Generators - Starters - Distributors - Add 3-5

Drops of engine oil to the generator and starter oil
cups every 50 hours and to the distributor every
250 hours.
AIR COMPRESSORS (ENGINE MOUNTED)
normally are engine lubricated - however, if lub
ricated separately from the engine, use the same
type and grade as used in the engine.

Delvac1140 (SAE 40)
Delvac1130 (SAE 30)
Delvac1120 (SAE 20W)
Delvac 1110 (SAE lOW)
DelvacSpecial

(SAE 10W-30)
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Clutches- Use a high temperature bearing
grease such as Mobilgrease No.5 or Mobilgrease
MP. Donot over-lubricate.
ConventionalTransmissions - For the greatest

efficiency over the life of the transmission, use a
high quality straight mineral oil such as the
"Mobilube C" line. The oil should be changed
seasonally.
Use the followingproper grades:

SUMMER WINTER

Clark SAE 90 SAE90
Fuller SAE 140 SAE 90
Twin Disc SAE40 SAE40
Warner SAE 140 SAE90

Torque Converters and Hydraulic or Automatic
Transmissions - These units employ a fluid me
dium to transmit power which must be very stable

to resist formation of harmful deposits or change
in body in use. The correct fluidmust be selected to
obtain maximum efficiency of the transmission.
All fluids should be changed seasonally.
Type "A" Automatic Transmission fluid is most

widely used. There are many widely distributed
brands of this type, such as SoconyMobilOilCom
pany's Mobilfluid200.
For somemodelsof TwinDiscClutch Company's

torque converters, a Special Fluid having a viscos
ity of.35 Saybolt seconds @ 1000 F. is required
other models use SAE lOWengine oil. The Special
lowviscosity fluidmay be obtained from TwinDisc
Clutch CompanyDealers. To satisfy the SAE lOW
requirement, we recommend the use of MS type
oils, such as, SoconyMobil Oil Company's Delvac
910or Mobiloil10W.
Allison Division torque converters and Torqma

tic transmissions require a type C fluid, which is
on their approved list, such as, Delvac910.

Figure 22A
F600 Engine with a Hydraulic Coupling
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TRANSMISSION AND CONVERTER LUBRICATION RECOMMENDATIONS

The following grades are generally recommended for hydraulic torque converters and transmissions
for Summer and Winter operation:

MANUFACTURER SUMMER WINTER

Continental Motors Corp.
Co-Matic Drive Type A Type A
Fluid Coupling HC15 Type A Type A

Clark Equipment Co.
Torcon (converter only) SAE lOW Type A (below 100 F.)
Torcon Converter and Transmission Type A Type A

Fuller Mfg. Co.
Torque Converter SAE lOW Type A (below 0° F.)

Borg-Warner
Borg & Beck & LongMfg. Co.

Type A Type AAll converters and hydraulic
transmissions

Allison Division
Torque Converters and
Torqmatic Transmissions TypeC TypeC

Twin Disc Clutch Co.
Hydraulic Reverse Gears

SAE lOW SAE lOWCoupling or Power Take-off
Hydraulic Converter Transmissions
Input shaft & impeller bearings (C, FC) Same as Engine
Fluid Medium Special Twin-Disc Fluid

except ,
Two speed transmission
and converter transmission combinations
(Models T-DRR-FT-IT) Type A Type A

Reverse Transmissions
Models RR-CRR-ICRR SAE40 SAE20

NOTE: For all Grease applications on the above units a good high temperature grease, such as, Socony Mobil Oil
Company's Mobilgrease No.5 or MP should be used.
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SECTION III
OPERATION

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

The person operating the engine naturally as
sumes responsibility for its care while it is being
operated. This is a very important responsibility
since the care and attention given the engine goes
a longway in determining how longa period it will
operate satisfactorily before having to be shut
downfor repairs.
The operating and preventive maintenance in

structions for the L-Head type engines are simple
and should be followedwithout deviation.
The entire aim in setting forth these instruc

tions is to give you the benefit of the knowledge
and experience gained over a long period of col
laboration between Engineering Research and
Field Service.

PREPARATION OF NEW ENGINE
FOR OPERATION

Before placinga newengine in operation, it must
be thoroughly inspected for external damage and
particular attention paid to the following items:
1. Inspect Engine HoldDownBolts - Tomake

certain that they are firmly set.

figure 23 - Engine Mounting Bolts

2. OpenFuel Tank Shut OffValve- By turning
handle counter-clockwiseas far as it will go.

figure 24 - fuel Shut-off Valve

3. Closewater drain cock - in lower radiator
connection,also on the side of the block. (In some
cases, this may be a pipe plug.)

Figure 25 - Water Drain Cock

4. Examine Oil Drain Plug - to make certain
that it is tightly closed.

figure 26 - Oi' Drain Plug
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OJ. Fill Crankcase with SAE 10W-30Oil- for
the first week or 50 hours operation - then follow
lubrication recommendations in Section II.

Figure 27

6. Fill Radiator with Clean Water - during
freezing weather, use a sufficient amount of anti
freeze to protect the system for the lowest antic
ipated temperature - refer to Section V.

<,
.;:::::;:Q
"

Figure 28

7. FILL GASOLINE TANK FULL - All new
engines are shipped with a treated tank which
should be completely diluted with a full tank of
gasoline to eliminate any tendency to clog.
Be sure that the container used for filling is

clean and free from dirt. Replace cap securely.

Figure 29

8. Engine Accessories - see that all points re
quiring lubrication are properly supplied.

Figure 30

9. Electrical Connections - check storage-bat
tery terminals and all electrical connections.Check
each spark plug wire for tightness.

Figure 31

10. RADIATOR COOLANTCAPSULE - The
radiator coolant capsule, which comeswith the en
gine, should not be removed: this is a water condi
tioner and anti rust inhibitor to protect the cooling
system.

STARTING THE ENGINE
Normally check daily preventive maintenance

schedule before starting. - (See Section IV).
1. Safety Control Switch - (If supplied)

Turn Manual control knob with arrow pointing
toward "on" position. When oil pressure builds up
to normal, control knob will automatically release
and arrow will point to "run" position.

Figure 32 - Safety Switch
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2. Disengage Power Take-Off - (if equipped)
Starting engine under load throws overload on
starter and battery.

Figure 3,3- Power Take-off

3. Open throttle Control about 1/3 open
4. Tum on Ignition Switch
5. Pull Out Choke (if manually operated)

But avoid flooding the engine. Operate the engine
without choking as soon after starting as possible.
6. Push Starter Button In

Keep on until engine starts; but not longer than 15
secondsat a time.

Figure 34 - Instrument Panel

7. Warm-up Before Applying Load
Idle the engine about 700RP.M. for a few minutes
to circulate and warm oil- then increase the speed
to approximately half throttle until the engine
water reaches 1000 F. This procedure will prolong
the engine life.

8. Check Oil Pressure

N-F SERIES Y-M SERIES B SERIES

Figure 3S - Oil Pressure Gauge
(Other pressures available for special Applications'
9. Check Water Temperature

Figure 36 - Water Temperature Gauge

CAUTION:
After starting new engine - run it at idle
for 5 minutes, then stop engine and recheck
oil level in crankcase - then bring oil level
to high mark on dipstick.

IMPORTANT!
Breaking in. a new or rebuilt engine - lor
peak performance and economical operation,
we touounrut ad]ustment8 should be made at
end of first 50 hrs. operation:

1) Torque down cylinder head studs to
specifications.

2) Adjust valve tappets to specified
clearances.

J) Adjust idle m ixiure and idle speed
to 400-600 R.P.M.

,_
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SPEED CONTROL
The throttle control is used to close the carbure

tor butterfly valve to limit engine speed below
governed speed.
Engines are provided with a mechanical or

velocity governor set to maintain the load and
speed specifiedwhen the engine is ordered. If in
dividual requirements necessitate a change of
governed speed - reset governor as outlined under

"Governor adjustment", but do not exceed manu
facturers recommendedmaximum speed, since this
has been worked out with the end product require
ments in mind.
When extended periods occur between the ap

plications of load, it is recommended that the en
gine be throttled down to minimum idling speed or,
if the intervals are unusually long, that it be shut
down.

figure 37 - Throttle Lever
(This may vary with the application.}

STOPPING THE ENGINE
3. Tum OtTIgnition Switch - if engine con

tinues to run due to high combustion chamber
temperatures, either continue idling to further
coolor shut off fuel supply.

1. Disengage Power Take-Off
2. Reduce engine Speed to Idle - If hot, run

engine at idle (400-600) for several minutes to cool.

Figure 37A - Hand Throttle Control

CAUTION:
NEVER PULL OUT CHOKEWHEN STOP
PING ENGINE - BECAUSE RAW GAS
OLINE WILL WASH LUBRICANT FROM
CYLINDER WALLS.
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9 OPERATING PRECAUTIONS
1. Oil Pressure - should be up to recom

mended pressure at operating speed and over
7 pounds at idle (400-600 R.P.M.)

2. Ammeter - should register "Charging"
at all times engine is running. (A voltage reg
ulator, if used, may limit it to a very low
reading).

3. Water temperature - should be main
tained 180-200° F. - continued overheating
may cause internal damage. "Frequent Read
ings of Gauge should become a Habit".

4. Muffler Restriction - should not exceed
20" water or 1%" Mercury. Inspect mufflers
periodically for restrictions to prevent burned
valves.

5. Clean and Service Air Cleaner - as rec
ommended to maintain its efficiency. The
rapidity that dirt collects in the oil cup in
dicates how often the air cleaner should be
serviced.

COLD WEATHER OPERATION
The oil used during cold weather should have a

cold test below the lowest anticipated temperatures
that will be encountered during its use. The new
multigrade lubricating oils 5W-20 and 10W-30 are
ideal for cold starting with its reduced initial drag
until warmed up, when it assumes the character
istics of the heavier oil.

Sludge formation at low temperatures is a close
second to dirt in causing engine damage and wear.
This is formed by the piston combustion gases
mixing with the fine oil mist in the crankcase and
condensing on a cold surface. This condensation
forms both a sulphuric and sulphurous acid which
combines with the oil to become a highly injurious
sludge. This dew point is about 1350 F. - when
crankcase temperatures are higher, the contam
inated gases remain in gaseous form and the engine
operates clean as long as breather system is kept
clean - however temperatures below this will re
sult in injurious sludge formation. It is vitally im
portant therefore to maintain oil and crankcase
temperatures above 1350 F., as shown on the fol
lowing chart;

6. When engine is Over-Heated - do not
add water - allow engine to cool so as to pre
vent cracking the cylinder head.

7. Engine Load Indication - a manifold
vacuum of 6 inches of Mercury indicates
the recommended maximum continuous full
load operation and a vacuum of 18-20 inches of
Mercury indicates normal idling vacuum. Be
tween full load and idling, vacuum gauge read
ings may be used to approximate' the per
cent. Any reading below 6" HG indicates
engine is overloaded for continuous duty.

8. Avoid Cold-Sludge Condensation - by
protecting unit to maintain crank case tem
perature over 1350 F.

9. Follow Preventive Maintenance Sched
ules Recommended - This will avoid troubles
which might cause expensive breakdowns and
maintain your engine for dependable and
economical operation.

REACTION WITHIN ENGINE CRANKCASE TO

TEMPERATURES DURING OPERATION

CLEAN ENGINE
OPERATION

SLUDGING_,
ETCHING OF
RINGAND VALVE
STICKING AND
BURNING OF
BEARINGS.
SLUDGE AND
FREEZINGOFOIL
SCREENSAND
PUMPSRESULTING
IN BURNED BEAR
INGS AND STRIP~
PED PUMP GEARS.

AND

ICE

Figure 38
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When sludging conditions prevail, the oil should
be examined daily and changed as it may freeze,
or clog the inlet strainer and cause bearing failures.

High Altitude Operation - High Altitude opera
tion reduces the power output approximately 3Y2%
for every 1000 feet of altitude above sea level.

High Temperature Operation-for every 10· above
60· F. carburetor air temperature - a power loss
of 1% results.

PREPARATION OF ENGINE FOR
SEASONAL STORAGE

CAUTION
Before starting the processing, engine must be cooled down to the surround
ing temperature, since oil will adhere much better to cold metal surfaces.

1. Drain Oil from Oil Pan - and replace
drain plug.

2. Refill Oil Pan - with high grade SAE
50 engine oil to 1/2 its normal capacity.

3. Start up Engine - and run at above
600 R.P.l\I. for 2 minutes to complete oil
distribution on all surfaces - Do Not Run
Longer Than 2 Minutes.

4. Stop Engine-Remove all Spark Plugs.

5. Pour 3 Ounces of SAE 50 Engine Oil
- into each Spark Plug Hole.

6. With Ignition Cut Off - Crank engine
with Starter - for at least a dozen revolu
tions to distribute this oil over the cylinder
walls and valve mechanism.

7. Drain Oil from Pan and Reassemble
Plug.

8. Drain Cooling·System and Close Drain
Cocks.

H. Drain All Gasoline - from tank, lines
and carburetor bowl.

10. Replace All Spark Plugs.

11. Seal Air Cleaner Inlet - exhaust out
let-Crankcase Breather Tube-with
weather proof masking tape.

12. Check Oil Filler Cap - Gas Tank Cap
and Radiator Cap to make certain they are
securely in place.

SHORT TERM STORAGE
(Instructions below should be adhered to
every 90 days on outside storage and every
6 months on inside storage.)

If the shut down period is to be over 30 days
duration, the following instructions should be
adhered to:
1. Stop engine, remove spark plugs.
2. Pour 3 ounces clean engine oil in each
spark plug hole.
3. With ignition cut off, crank engine with
. starter at least a dozen revolutions to dis-

tribute this oil over the cylinder walls and
valve mechanism.
4. Replace all spark plugs.
5. Remove drain plug from carburetor bowl,
and drain gasoline.
6. Replace drain plugs.
CAUTION: Gasoline evaporates if left in
carburetor for long periods. This evaporation
of gasoline will leave a gum and varnish coat
ing over jets and moving parts; when engine
is started up again, you may have flooding
or poor operation from carburetor.
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SECTION IV
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

In order to obtain maximum efficiencyfrom your
gasoline engine, a definite maintenance program
should be set-up and followed. Haphazard main
tenance willonly lead to faulty engine performance
and shorten engine life.

All moving parts in the engine are subject to
wear; however, wear can be retarded by careful
operation and a planned maintenance program.

In general, gasoline engine operation demands
careful attention to the cleanliness of air, fuel and
oil and maintaining operating temperatures of
180°-200° F.

The following pages, covering DAILY, 50-250
and SOOhour maintenance, have been worked out
withOur field service division as "Minimum Re
quirements" to keep your engine in dependable
operating condition,

• DAILY •

2. CHECK OIL LEVELOF ENGINE
The dipstick indicates the high and lowoil level

in the crankcase-make allowancefor additional.oil
drainage back into oil pan if engine has not been
stopped 15 minutes. The most efficient oil level is
between the two dipstick levels.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

1• OVERALL VISUAL INSPECTION OF ENGINE
Look for evidenceof fluid leaks on floor,cylin

der head and block, indicating loose fuel, oil or
water connections - tighten if found.

Figure 39 - Check for Possib'e Leakage

Figure 40 - Check Oi' Level of Engine

Do not add oil until oil level approaches the
low mark - then add only enough to bring
it to high level- NEVER above.
Do not operate the engine with oil below low
level mark.
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3. CHECK RADIATOR
Fill radiator with clean water or anti-freeze to

normal level maintained due to expansion when
heated. Visually inspect fan and belt for condition
and adjustment.

Figure 4J

4. FILL FUEL TANK

Should be done at end of day's operation to
prevent condensation forming in tank. Clean filler
cap and area around spout before fillingto prevent
entrance of dust into fuel system.

Figure 42

5. CHECK AIR CLEANER

011 Bath Air Cleaner
Inspect daily or more often in extremely dusty

conditions. Change oil and clean cup when oil be
comes thick or l/q inch of dirt collects in bottom of
cup. Always refillcup to exact oil levelas indicated
on the cup. Use SAE 20oil in summer and SAE 10
oil or lighter in winter. Inspect all hoses. clamps
and connections between air cleaner and engine.
Tighten loose clamps and replace damaged hoses
promptly.

Dry Type Air Cleaner
Under normal conditions,dry-type filters should

be serviced every 50 hours of operation. Extreme

Figure 43 - Oil Bath Figure 43-A - Dry-Type
Air Cleaner Air Cleoner

conditions will require daily cleaning. Cartridge
can be cleanedbest by blowingcompressedair from
inside out. Do not apply air closer than 2 inches
and don't use more than 90 pounds pressure. Do
not damage gasket surface or bend outer screen.
Cleaning can only be done a few times as the ele
ment will finally clog and restrict air flow. The
cartridge must then be replaced.

Caution: Never wash a dry element in a liquid
tank.

6. CHECK OIL PRESSURE*
Note oil pressure gauge which should indicate

the followingpressure range at full throttle and a
minimum of 7 pounds pressure at idling speed
(400-600R.P.M.) :

20-30# Pressure - Model N-F Engines
40-50# Pressure - Model B Engines
30-40# Pressure - Y-M Series

N-F SERIES Y-M SERIES B SERIES

Figure 44 - Operating Oil Pressures
·Standard Engines: on some special customer
specifications,this may change.
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7. NOTE ANY UNUSUAL NOISE
Operators familiar with daily engine operation

soon become alert to any noise not normally pres
ent. This is very valuable in correcting defects in
the early stages and preventing expensive repairs
or delays.

t EVERY 50 HOURS ~

1. REPEAT DAILY OPERATIONS OUTLINED
Follow previous instructions.

2. CHANGE CRANKCASE OIL
Engine life is dependent upon clean oil being

circulated to all moving parts; therefore, the fre
quency of oil changes and oil filter replacement is
very important and should be made at regular,
scheduled periods.

Figure 45

The crankcase oil should be changed after 50
hours service and when the oil is at operating
temperatures so that completedrainage will result.

Replace the oil filter element every 150 hours
unless extremely unfavorable operating conditions
indicate that filter replacements should be made at
every oilchange period.

Thoroughly clean the filter, cover and sealing
surfaces before replacing new element and gasket.
3. SERVICE AIR CLEANER

If oil-bath air cleaner is used, remove bottom
half of air cleaner - clean thoroughly and fillwith
engine oil to oil levelmark on cup, avoid overfilling.
Replace cup and check all connections to manifold.
Be sure that no unfiltered air can enter the engine
intake manifold.

If a dry type air cleaner is used, clean element
with compressed air. (See Daily InstrudionsJ

Figure 46 - Ai, Cleaner

4. CHECK FAN BELT TENSION
Inspect wear con

dition of fan belt;
note alignment and
check belt tension
which should allow
%/' to 1" deflection
on long span.

Figure 47 - Fan Belt Tension

5. CHECK BAnERY
Check specific gravity of each cell - which

should be at least 1.250.Add distilled water, if re
quired, to raise level o/s" above the separators.

Particular attention should be given battery
during coldweather. The cranking power of a fully
charged battery @ 80° F. is reduced 60% @ 0° F.
- yet the power required to crank the engine is
2% times greater @ 0° F. than @ 80° F.

~
Figure 48 - Checking BaHery

6. LUBRICATE GENERATOR AND STARTER
Apply3-5drops of engine oil to each cupon the

generator and if required on the starter (Many
starters have sealed bearings)...

Figure 49 - Generator lubrication

10 DROPS QF ENGINE OIL

Figure 50 - Starter lubrication Point
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7. LUBRICATE POWER TAKE OFF
Using grease gun, lubricate the clutch .throw

out bearing and output shaft bearmg with ap
proved ball bearing grease.

Operations requiring frequent de-clutching
should be lubricated daily.

/ 'i" ~W';tl

j ~
14\ LUBRICATE WITH BAll BRG. GREASE

"~nt'F'~

Figure 5J

EVERY 250 HOURS

1~ REPEAT DAILY AND 50-HOUR SCHEDULES
Follow previous instructions.

2. CLEAN EXTERIOR OF ENGINE
Use steam if available, otherwise any good

commercial engine cleaner to wash down the
engine.

Figure 52

3. CHECK GOVERNOR CONTROL
Clean and lubricate all governor linkage to in

sure free operation of governor. Free-up any joints
that may be binding or rods or levers that may be
twisted. Check for full throttle opening.

Figure 53

4. CLEAN SPARK PLUGS

Clean depressions around plugs before remov
ing them - then clean and re-set point gap to
.025 on standard plugs and .035on resistor plugs.

Install spark plugs (18mm) and tighten to 35
ft. lbs. torque.

Figure 54

5. CHECK DISTRIBUTOR

Clean distributor cap inside and outside w~th
solvent without removing wires and blowoff with
compressedair - inspect cap and rotor for cracks.

Examine contact surfaces of points - replace
if burned or pitted and adjust to .020gap.

Lubricate distributor cam sparingly with a
lubricant such as MobilgreaseSpecial (with Moly).

Check distributor clamp bolts and if found
loose- retiming the engine is necessary.

Figure 55

6. INSPECT IGNITION WIRES AND CONNECTIONS

Examine ignition wires for breaks in insula
tion, chafing and loose connections. Replace if
defective.

Figure 56

7 IF DRY REPLACEABLE ELEMENT
AIR CLEANER IS USED, REPLACE
ELEMENT.
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t EVERY SOO HOURS ~

1. REPEAT DAILY - 50 HOUR AND 250 HOUR
SCHEDULES

2. COOLING SYSTEM
Clean radiator core by blowing out with com-

pressed air.
Inspect radiator mounting.
Inspect water pump and connections for leaks.
Check fan and accessory drive belts.

Figure 57

3. ADJUST VALVE TAPPET CLEARANCE
Check and adjust intake and exhaust valve

tappets to followingclearances at idling speed and
running temperature:

~-Figure !lB - Adjusting Valve Tappet Clearance

INTAKE EXHAUST

N-56 .015 .015
N-62 .012 .012
Y Series .012 .012
F Series .014 .016*
1\1Series .017 .020
B Series .017 .022

':' Static ar cold setting .017

4. CARBURETOR
Cleanexterior and checkmounting to manifold.
Adjust carburetor air adjustment for even

running and adjust idle speed to 400-600R.P.1\1.
minimum.

Inspect throttle and choke linkage for free
operation.

59 - Carburetor
5. FUEL PUMP

Clean Filter bowl and screen.
Inspect mounting and gasket.
Check all connections for leaks.

~
I Ii;

figure 60 - fuel Pump Mounting

6. MAGNETO (when equipped)
Spark test with engine operating by checking

firing with each high tension cable held about
1/16" away from spark plug terminal.

figure 6J

Remove end cap and examine carbon brushes
for free-movement and inspect breaker points for
wear and gap. Gap should be .015.
7. SAFETY AND THERMAL CONTROLS

Inspect control wires and connections.
Examine armored capillary tubing on water

temperature element for visual damage that may
cause faulty operation.
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SECTION V
COOLING SYSTEM

The function of the coolingsystem is to prevent
the temperatures in the combustion chamber,
whichmay reach as high as 4000°F., from damag
ing the engine and at the same time keep the op
erating temperatures within safe limits.
Maintaining the cooling system efficiencyis im

portant, as engine temperatures must be brought
up to and maintained within satisfactory range for
efficient operation; however, must be kept from
overheating, in order to prevent damage to valves,
pistons and bearings.

CONTINENTAL L-HEAD
COOLING SYSTEM

With the exception of some "N" and a few "Y"
engine specifications, all -Continental L-Head en
gines have the coolingwater force-circulated by a
water pump and use a thermostat and by-pass sys
tem to control the temperature range.
Someof the "N" and a few of the "Y" specifica

tions circulate the coolingwater using the Thermo
Syphon system - which requires no water pump
or thermostat - but circulates the water from the
resulting liquid expansion when heated and con
traction during cooling.
The coolant from the water pump is first directed

in the block against the exhaust valve seats and
into passages connecting the cylinder head. This
method provides the coldest water reaching the
parts subjected to the highest temperatures.
The cylinder walls, in turn, are cooledtheir full

length by convection currents only, which keeps

Figure 62 - Thermostat
Flow Control

Thermostat Closed, Wa
ter Re-Circulating through

Engine ONLY

Thermostat Open, Water
Circulating through 80TH

Engine and Radiator

Figure 63 - Water Pump

the cylinder barrels at a more uniform temperature
and thereby reduces crankcase oil dilution and
sludge formation.
Upon leaving the cylinder head, the water enters

the thermostat housing, in which is mounted the
by-pass type thermostat, which controls the open
ing to the radiator or heat exchanger. Upon being
discharged from the thermostat housing, the water
enters the radiator or heat exchanger, depending
upon the application, where it is cooledbefore re
entry into the engine.
Continental L-Head gasoline engines operate

most efficiently with water temperatures of 180°-
200° F. and a thermostat and by-pass system is
generally used to control these temperatures.
The thermostat valve remains closed and only

allows the water to recirculate within the engine
itself until normal operating temperatures are
reached. This provides for both rapid and even
temperature increase of all engine parts during the
warm-up period. When desired temperature is
reached, the thermostat valve opens and allowsthe
water to circulate through both the engine and
radiator.

IMPORTANT
Present thermostats begin to open at 1800 F. and are fully open at 202°
F. Operation of engines in this temperature range is not harmful. How
ever, temperature gauges are not always exactly accurate and may some
times indicate higher than actual temperature. This can lead operators
to believe engines are overheating when they are actually operating
normally.
Overheating is always accompanied by loss of coolant water. In case of
doubt, this should be checked.
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Figure 64 - Sectional View Showing Water
Passages in head and block

EXPANSION OF WATER

Water has always been the most commonlyused
coolant for internal combustion engines because
it has excellent heat transfer ability and is readily
obtained everywhere. Like all liquids it expands
when heated, the rate of expansion being 1,4 pint
per gallon when the temperature is raised from
40° to 180° F.
For example: If a 4 gallon cooling system is

filledcompletely full of water at 40° F, 1 pint will
be lost through the radiator overflowpipe by the
time the water temperature reaches 180° F.

WATER FILTERS
In someareas, the chemicalcontent of the water

is such, that even the best of rust inhibitors will
not protect the coolingsystem from the formation
of rust and scale.
There are instances where this corrosive ele

ment has eaten holes through cast iron parts such
as water pump impellers and bodies. This condi
tion is caused by electrolysis taking place in the
parts involved.
Where these conditions exist, water filters, such

as those madeby the Perry Co.and the Fram Corp.,
should be incorporated in the assembly to remove
these troublesome elements and offset the electro
lytic action.

EFFECTOF ALTITUDE ON COOLING
Water boils at 2120 F under atmospheric pres

sure at sea level. This pressure becomes less

at higher altitudes and the reduced pressure
causes water and other liquids to boil at a lower
temperature. The following chart shows the
effect on boiling point of water and anti-freeze
solution:
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Figure 65 - Effect 01 Altitude on Boiling
Point 01 Coolant

ANTI-FREEZES

Water freezes at 32° F., forms solid ice and ex
pands about 9% in volume - which causes tre
mendous pressure and serious damage when al
lowedto freeze inside the coolingsystem.

When operating temperatures are below 32° F.
an anti-freeze liquid must be added which will
lower the freezing point a safe margin below the
anticipated temperature of outside air.
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OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE
TYPES OF ANTI-FREEZE

320 to 100 F +100 to -100 F _100 to _300 F

PLAIN ALCOHOL- (evaporates easily) Not Recommendedw/180° Thermostat

I I
METHYLALCOHOLCOMPOUNDS.. ........_-_ .....- Not Recommended w/180° Thermostat
ETHYLENE GLYCOL- such as Mobil Permazone,
(permanent type) - When there are no leaks add
water only to make up for evaporation.________________________1 to 4 2 to 5 1 to 1

NOTE: While the above list includes three
types of generally used Anti-Freeze, the Eth
ylene Glycolor Permanent Type willbe found
to be the most desirable and likewise the
most economicalbecause of the temperatures
desirable to maintain for efficient operation.

CORROSION INHIBITORS

Water forms rust due to its natural tendency
to combine chemically with iron and air in the
system. Rust inhibitors for water are inexpen
sive, simple to use and make cleaning and flush
ing necessary only after long periods of opera
tion.
The most commonlyused are either a 3% addi

tion of soluble oil or commercial corrosion inhibi
tors such as Mobil Hydrotone that are readily
available at low cost. The addition of corrosion
inhibitors are not necessary if an anti-freeze con
taining a rust inhibitor is used.

RADIATOR

The radiator or heat exchanger consists of a
series of copper tubes through which the cooling'
water is circulated. In standard radiator design
fins are connected to the copper tubes to give an
extended surface through which heat can be dis
sipated. It is important that these tubes be kept
clean on the inside and the fins free of dirt on the
outside so that maximum heat transfer can take
placein the radiator.
Blowing out between the fins of the radiator,

using compressed air, in a direction opposite to

that of the fan circulated air, will serve to keep
the cooling surfaces of the core free of dirt and
other particles.
Every 500 hours of operation the radiator and

cooling system should be well cleaned and flushed
with clean water. (See Radiator Drain.)

r

Figure 66 - Radiator Drain

Wherever possible, only soft clean water should
be used in the cooling system. Hard water will
cause scale to form in the radiator and the engine
water jackets and cause poor heat transfer. Where
the use of hard water cannot be avoided an ap
proved water softener can be used.

CLEANING COOLING SYSTEM

Deposits of sludge, scale and rust on the cooling
surfaces prevent normal heat transfer from the
metal surfaces to the water and in time render the
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COOLING SYSTEM
cooling system ineffective to properly maintain
normal operating temperatures. The appearance
of rust in the radiator or coolant is a warning that
the corrosion inhibitor has lost its effectiveness
and should be cleaned before adding fresh coolant.
Dependablecleaning compoundsshould be used.

Follow the procedure recommended by the sup
plier. This is of prime importance because differ
ent cleaners vary in concentration and chemical
compositions. After cleaning and flushing, the
system should be filled with an approved anti
freeze compound containing a rust and corrosion
inhibitor or water with a corrosion inhibitor.

REVERSE FLOW FLUSHING
Whenever a coolingsystem is badly rust-clogged

as indicated by overflow loss or abnormally high
operating temperatures, corrective cleaning by re
verse flow flushing will most effectively remove
the heavy deposits of sludge, rust and scale. The
reverse flow flushing should be performed imme
diately after draining the cleaning solution and it
is advisable to flush the radiator first, allowingthe
engine to cool as much as possible.

Reverse flush the radiator, as follows:

1. Disconnect the hoses at the engine.
2. Put radiator cap on tight.
3. Clamp the flushing gun in the lower hose

with a hose clamp.

NEW HOSE

Figure 67 - Reverse Flushing Radiator

4. Turn on the water and let it fill the radiator.
5. Apply air pressure gradually, to avoid radi

ator damage.
6. Shut off the air, again fill the radiator with

water and apply air pressure - repeat until the
flushing stream runs out clear.
7. Clean and inspect radiator cap.

To Reverse flush the engine water Jacket

1. Remove the thermostat.
2. Clamp the flushing gun in the upper hose.
3. Partly close the water pump opening to fill

the engine jacket with water before applying
the air.
4. Follow the same procedure outlined above

for the radiator by alternately filling the water
jacket with water and blowing it out with air
(80# pressure) until the flushing stream is clear.

Figure 68 - Reverse Flushing Engine

TESTING THERMOSTAT
RemoveWater Pump Header as shown in illus

tration. Before testing, clean and examine the bel
lows for rupture or distortion. If the valve can
be pulled or pushed off its seat with only a slight
effort when cold or it does not seat properly, the
unit is defective and should be replaced.
The thermostatic operation can be checked in

the followingmethod:
1. Hang thermostat by its frame in a container

of water so that it does not touch the bottom.
2. Heat the water and check temperature with

a thermometer.
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3. If the valve does not start to open at tem
peratures of 180°-200° F. or if it openswellbefore
the 180° point is reached the thermostat should
be replaced.
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THERMOSTAT
Figure 69 - Checking Thermostat

When replacing the thermostat in the water
outlet elbow,be sure seal is in place, and seal seat
as wellas the counterbore is clean.
Assemble new gasket to pump body or spacer.

Thermostat flange must seat in counterbore with
gasket sealing contact between it and the pump
body.

Figure 70 - Replacing Thermostat

RADIATOR PRESSURECAP

Many operations use a pressure cap on the radi
ator to prevent overflow loss of water during
normal operation. This spring loaded valve in the
cap closes the outlet to the overflowpipe of the
radiator and thus seals the system, so that pres
sure developingwithin the system raises the boil
ing point of the coolantand allowshigher tempera
tures without overflowloss from boiling. Most
pressure valves open at 4% or 7 pounds, allowing
steam and water to pass out the overflow pipe,
however, the boiling point of the coolant at this
pressure is 224°F or 230°F at sea level. When a
pressure cap is used an air tight coolingsystem is
necessary with particular attention to tight con
nections and a radiator designed to withstand the
extra pressure.

PRESSURE CAP SEAl CONTACT

Figure 7J-
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figure 72 - fan Belt Ad;usting flange

FAN BELT TENSION
When tightening fan belts, loosenthe generator

adjusting bolts and pull out on the generator by
hand until the belt is just snug. Under no circum
stances should a pry bar be used on the generator
to obtain fan belt tension or damage to the bear
ings will result. Some engines have an adjustable
fan pulley flange for belt adjustment.
When adjusted correctly the fan belt should

have between %0" to 1" deflectionon the long side.

figure 73 - Ad;usting fan Belt Tension

CYLINDER BLOCK WATER DRAINS
When the cooling system is to be completely

drained, there are one or two drain plugs on the
right hand side of the cylinder block depending
upon engine models,which drain all coolingwater
which might be trapped in the base of the block.

..'= '..":~.. "t.... . .;

figure 74 - Water Drain

CAUTION: OVERHEATED ENGINE
Never pour cold water or cold anti-freeze

into the radiator of an overheated engine.
Allow the engine to cool and avoid the dan
ger of cracking the cylinder head or block.
Keep engine running while adding water.

WATER PUMP
The water pump is located in the front of the

cylinder block and is driven by the fan belt from
the crankshaft pulley. The inlet of the water pump
is connected to the lower radiator connection and
the outlet flowfrom the pump is through integral
passages cast in the block.
No lubrication of the pump is required except on

the M and B series as the bearings are of the
permanently sealed type and are packed with spe
cial lubricant for the life of the bearing.
The water pump requires no attention other

than bearing replacement when they show exces
sive looseness or if a water leak develops which
shows a damaged or badly worn seal that needs
replacement.
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REMOVING WATER PUMP

The water pump assembly can be removed from
the engine as a unit for service or repair in the
followingmanner:
1. Removefan by taking out four cap screws.
2. Loosen generator so that fan belt can be

slacked off enough to slide over pulley.
3. Remove nuts and lockwashers holding the

pump body to the front of the block and remove
the pump assembly.

Figure 75 - Removing Water Pump

DISASSEMBLY OF WATER PUMP

Whenreplacement of any internal parts becomes
necessary, disassembly must be in the following
sequence in order to prevent damage to the pump.
1. Before removing pump use puller to remove

fan hub (17) from shaft.
2. Remove cap screws attaching pump to en

gine (20) (21).

DRIVE SHAFT
OUT IN THIS
DIRECTION...

Figure Water Pump

3. Remove countersunk screws (1) holding
cover (2) removing cover and gasket.
4. Use puller to remove impeller (4) taking pre

cautions to prevent damage to the casting.
5. Remove seal (5) and water shedder (6).
6. Remove lock ring (13) holding bearing and

shaft assembly in body after which shaft (8) can
be forced out through the front with an arbor
press or lead hammer. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO
DRIVE WATER PUMP SHAFT (8) OUT
THROUGH REAR OF HOUSING. To do so will
damage the housing beyondrepair.

REASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION

1. Reassemble pump, replacing worn or failed
parts and reverse above instructions.
Seal contact surface must be smooth and flat.

The bushing should be replaced, if scored or cut,
but may be refaced and polished for further use,
if not excessivelyworn or grooved.
A light film of lubricant applied to the face of

the seal will facilitate seating and sealing.
2. Use thick soapsuds on both the seal and shaft

when assembling in order to prevent damage to
the seal.
3. Mount pump assembly on block using a new

housing gasket.
4. Install fan belt and adjust belt tension to

have o/t," to I" deflectionon long side. Pull out the
generator by hand, as bearing damage will result
with a pry bar; in somecases this may be adjusted
by the adjustable fan pulley.
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SECTION VI
FUEL SYSTEM

The basic purpose of the fuel system is to store,
convey,mix fuel with air, then vaporize and intro
duce the mixture into the engine.
Fuel is stored in the gasoline tank; it is filtered

and flowsthrough the fuel supply line to the carbu
retor - either by gravity or under pressure of a
fuel pump. The carburetor mixes the fuel with
proper proportions of air and at the same time
breaks it into very fine spray particles. This atom
ized spray changes to vapor, by absorbing heat as
it travels through the intake manifold to the com
bustion chamber. Fuel must be vaporized since it
will not burn well as a liquid.

GRAVITY FUEL SYSTEM
This is the most simple fuel system and is gen

erally used on power units as it eliminates the need
of a fuel pump - it only requires the fuel tank
located higher than the carburetor.

TYPE FILTER

Figure 77 - Edge Type Filter

All power units with fuel tank have a combina
tion shut-off valve and an efficientmetal edge type
filter. This filter prevents all foreign particles and
water from entering the carburetor.
With reasonable care in filling the tank with

clean fuel, this filter will require only seasonal
cleaning of both the filter and tank.

CAUTION:
IT IS RECOMMENDEDTHATTHISVALVE
BE KEPT IN THE CLOSEDPOSITIONEX
CEPT WHEN UNIT IS IN OPERATION.

MECHANICAL FUEL PUMP
The Mechanical Fuel Pump is generally used

when the fuel supply is belowthe level of the car
buretor. They are of several models dependent
upon the diaphragm diameter and assembly ar
rangement with fuel strainer bowl, air dome and
manual primer.

Figure 78 - Fuel Pump

This mechanical fuel pump mounts on the cylin
der block pad and is driven by an eccentric on the
engine camshaft contacting th'e fuel pump rocker
arm.
Constant fuel pressure is maintained by an air

domeand a pulsating diaphragm operated and con
trolled by linkage which adjusts itself to pressure
demands.
Fuel Pump Tests - The fuel pressure may be

measured by installing the pressure gauge between
the fuel pump and carburetor.
The AC fuel pump size and static pressures @

1800R.P.Mfor the L-Head engines are.

ENGINE DIAPHRAGM MAX.
MODEL DIAMnER FUEL PRESSURE LIn

N 3%. 1112- 23,4# 10'
Y 3%, 2 - 23/1<# 10'
F 31,4 1112- 2%,# 10'
M 3% 3 - 4112# 10'
B 3% 3 - 4112# 10'

When pressures are below the range, pump
should bedisassembled and reconditioned with the
special overhaul kits available.
Maintenance - Fuel pump trouble is of only two

kinds - either the pump is supplying too little gas
or, in rare cases, too much.
If the pump is supplying too little gas, the engine

either will not run or it will cough and falter. If
too much gas - it will not idle smoothly or you
will see gasoline dripping from the carburetor.
If the engine is getting too little gas - the trou

ble may be in the pump, fuel line or the gas tank.
First, be sure there is gas in the tank, then dis
connect the pump to carburetor line at the pump or
carburetor, and turn the engine over a few times
with the ignition off. If gas spurts from the pump
or open end of the line - the pump, gasoline and
tank are OK.

-----
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figure 79 - Checking fuel Pressure

If there is little or no Flow-check the following:
1. Look for leaky bowl gasket or line connec
tions - tighten them.
2. Remove and clean wi th sol ven t the gas
strainer or screen inside the pump bowl.
3. Look for clogged fuel line - Blowout with
compressed air.
4. Make sure that all pump cover screws and
external plugs are tight.
5. Inspect flexible fuel line for deterioration,
leaks, chafing, kinks or cracks. If none of these
items restore proper flow - remove the pump
for replacement or overhaul.
If getting too much gas - an oversupply of gas

oline is generally caused by trouble other than the
fuel pump - so first check the following:
1. Defective Automatic Choke.
2. Excessive use of hand choke.
3. Loosely connected fuel line, or loose carbu
retor assembly screws.
4. Punctured carburetor float.
5. Defective carburetor needle valve.
6. Improper carburetor adjustment.
If none of these items corrects flooding, remove

the fuel pump for replacement or overhaul.

ELECTRIC FUEL PUMP
Many L-Head engines use electric fuel pumps

operated from the storage battery supply. The
pump should be mounted close to the fuel tank
so as to provide fuel pressure at all points along
the fuel line and so eliminate vapor lock.

The electric fuel pump is energized in the igni
tion circuit - which assures quick filling of the
carburetor and fuel lines to effect easy starting.

When fuel pump trouble is suspected, disconnect
the fuel line at the carburetor and turn on the
ignition switch. Pump fuel into a small container,
then place your finger on the outlet side of the fuel
line. If the pump stops or ticks very infrequently,
the pump and fuel line connections are satisfactory.
Remove your finger from the outlet side of the fuel

line and if ample fuel flows -the pump is satis
factory.
If fuel does not flow and all connections are tight,

the pump should be replaced or repaired. Always
be sure of a good ground and check for faulty flexi
ble fuel lines and poor electrical connections.

CARBURETOR
Continental L-Head gasoline engines normally

use various models of Zenith and Marvel-Schebler
carburetors - of both the updraft and downdraft
types.

The carburetor mixes fuel with air and meters
the mixture into the engine as the power is de
manded. Most carburetors incorporate the follow
ing systems to provide the flexibility and sensitive
requirements of varying loads and conditions:

1 - Float System - Controls the level and sup
ply of fuel.
2 - Idle or Low Speed - Furnishes the proper
mixture for the engine idle, light load and slow
speeds, until the main metering system
functions.
3 - Main Metering System - Controls the fuel
mixture from part throttle operation to wide
open throttle.
4 - Power or Economizer System - Provides a
richer mixture for maximum power and high
speed operation. This system ceases to function
when the manifold vacuum is above 6" Hg.
5 - Compensating System - Provides a mix
ture which decreases in richness as the air speed
increases.
6 - Choke System - Delivers additional fuel to
the manifold for cold engine starting.

ZENITH CARBURETOR
The Zenith 62 Series carburetor shown below

has the following three adjustments:
1 - Main Adjustment Screw - Determinea the
amount of fuel which may be obtained for high
speed operations.

Figure 80 - Zenith 62 Series Carburetor
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To set this adjustment, open the throttle to
about 14 open. Turn the adjustment clockwise,
shutting off the fuel until the engine speed de
creases or begins to miss due to lean mixture.
Now open the adjustment until the engine
reaches its maximum speed and runs smoothly
without missing.
2 - Idle Mixture Adjustment Needle-Controls
the amount of air admitted to the idling system,
which functions only at lowspeeds.
Turning the screw clockwise cuts off the air,
making the mixture richer - while unscrewing
it admits more air making the mixture leaner.
The idling adjustment needle should be set for
the smoothest running of the engine; or, if a
vacuum gauge can be attached to the manifold,
set the adjustment for highest manifoldvacuum.
3 - Idle Speed Adjustment Screw - controls
the idling speed - which should be 400-600
R.P.M.for most industrial applications.

Figure 8J - Sectional View of a Zenith
Carburetor

No. 1. Venturi
No.2. Main Jet (High Speed)
No.3. Secondary Venturi
No.4. Main Discharge Jet
No.5. Well Vent
No.6. Idling Jet
No.7. Idle Adjusting Needle
No.8. Main Jet Adjustment

A - Main Jet Channel
B - Idle Channel

M.ARVEL-SCHEBLERCARBURETOR
(ModelTSX)

The Model TSX carburetor without power ad
justment has the following two adjustments.
Preliminary Adjustments
1- Set throttle stop screw "A" so that throt
tle discis openslightly.
2 - Make certain that gasoline supply to car
buretor is open.
3 - Set throttle control lever to 1h open
position.

Figure 82 - Marvel-Schebler TSX Carburetor
4 - Closechokevalveby means of chokecon
trol button.
5 - Start engine and partially release choke.
6 - After engine is up to operating tempera
ture throughout, see that choke is returned to
wideopenposition.

Low Speed or Idle Adjustment
1- Set throttle or governor control lever in
slowidle position.

Figure 83 - Sectional View of the
Marvel-Schebler Carburetor

2 - Adjust throttle stop screw "A" for cor
rect engineidlespeed (normally400-600RPM).
3 - Turn idleadjusting screw"B" in, or clock
wise, until engine begins to falter or roll from
richness, then turn screw "B" out, or counter
clockwise,until the engine runs smoothly.

NOTE: IT IS BETTER TO HA VE THIS AD
JUSTMENT SLIGHTLY TOO RICH
THAN TOO LEAN.

CARBURETOR CHOKES
Manually Operated Choke - is operated by a

flexiblecable control from the instrument panelor
rear house panel. While this is the most simple
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type, it is most important that the operator have
the choke valve in wide open position when engine
operating temperature is reached.
ZENITH ELECTRIC CHOKE CONTROL
Is made as part of the carburetor assembly. It

is directly connected to the choke shaft and auto
matically controls the opening during the entire
engine operation.

VACUUM PISTON CHOKE PLATE

HEATING ELEMENT
6 VOLT

VIICL;UM
CHA'J~Cl_

THERMOSTAT
SPRING

IS CI38-38 SCREW
Ii INSTALL IN FLANGE

WHEN SANDWICH
TYPE GOVERNOR

IS USED

Figure 84 - Zenith Electric Choke

Manifold vacuum is used to open the choke shaft
partially after the initial firing of the engine, and
heat is used on the thermostat spring to control the
amount of opening during the warming up period.
This heat is provided by an electric element in the
thermostat chamber. Fast idling during the warm
up period is also provided by a throttle advance
mechanism which is actuated from the chokeshaft.
The heating element which is energized when

the ignition is "on" gradually warms the thermo
stat, decreasing its resistance to the pull of the
vacuum piston, which gradually causes the choke
to open and moves the throttle advance to the
warm idle position.
All units are initially set with the thermostat 15

notches rich for 70" F. ambient temperature. Tem
perature corrections can be made by allowing one
notch on the cover for each 5 degrees variation -
making certain that the choke valve is fully open
when operating temperatures are reached.

SISSON AUTOMATIC CHOKE
Uses an electro-magnet and a thermostat to

automatically close the carburetor choke valve for
cold starting and regulates its degree of opening
as the engine warms.
The unit is mounted on the exhaust manifold and

a small rod connects it to the carburetor choke
lever. The electro-magnet is energized by the
sta:r:tercircuit which pulls an armature lever down,
closing the choke valve.
As soon as the engine starts, the electro-maznst

circuit is broken and then the thermostat provides
automatic adjusting of the choke valve during the
warming-up period.
The carburetor choke lever should be adjusted

so that when the carburetor choke valve is closed

VACUUM CHANNEL
OPENING

tight, there willbe .015" to .020"clearance between
the automatic choke lever and the field pole that
serves as a stop. This measurement is taken at "A"
and must be made with thermostatic control "B"
pushed downas far as it will go.

C B TO STARTERSWITCH

Figure 85 - Sisson Automatic Choke

CAUTION: Do not oil the Sisson automatic
choke under any circumstance.

Carburetor Service - In general any change in
carburetor action will usually come gradually,
therefore, if the carburetor operated satisfactorily
when last used, it can reasonably be assumed that
some other part of the engine is at fault ,- which
should be corrected before disturbing the
carburetor.
Dirt is the main enemy of good carburetion as

it fills up the minute air and gasoline passages and
accelerates the wear of delicate parts.
Never use a wire to clean out restrictions in jets

as this will destroy the accurate calibrations of
these parts - always use compressed air. The jets
are made of brass to prevent rust and corrosion
and a wire wouldcut or ream the hole in the jet and
ruin it.
Maintaining correct fuel level in the carburetor

bowl is important - as the fuel flow through the
jets is naturally affected by the amount of fuel in
the bowl.
After a carburetor has been in service for some

time, the holes in the jets and the float valve and
seat become worn from the constant flow of fuel
through them and should be overhauled by a com
petent carburetor service station.
Do not experiment with other size jets or any

so-calledfuel-saving gadgets as your arrangement
has been thoroughly tested on a dynamometer
program.

GOVERNORS
The governor is a device which controls engine

speed - either keeping it operating at a constant
speed or preventing it from exceeding a predeter
mined speed. It promotes engine operation econ
omy and eliminates needless engine failures.
Continental L-Head engines use many types of

velocity and centrifugal governors - however the
majority use centrifugal (Mechanical) governors.
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VELOCITY GOVERNORS
Velocity Governors - are generally used to pre

vent engine speed from exceeding a predetermined
maximum. The governor is mounted between the
carburetor and manifold flanges. In its most simple
form, it consists of a main body, which contains a
throttle shaft, a throttle valve and a main governor
spring. The main governor spring is attached by
linkage to the governor shaft and the spring force
holds the throttle valve open.
When the engine is started, air flows through

the carburetor throat and the governor throat.
The velocity of the air creates a pressure above the
throttle valve. When this pressure exceeds the
force exerted by the spring, the throttle will move
toward a closed position. The adjusting screw
varies the spring tension.

Figure 86 - Hoof Velocity Governor
When this closing action of the valve exactly

balances the spring, governing action takes place
and mgximum speed is fixed at this point.
When load is applied - the engine speed tends

to drop - the velocity of the gas through the man
ifold and the pressure against the governing valve
is reduced and the spring opens the valve to feed
more gasoline to the engine to handle the increased
load demand. Thus an almost constant speed is
maintained whether the engine is running with or
without load.

CHECKING AND ADJUSTING
GOVERNOR LINKAGE

The following is a step by step procedure to fol
low in checking and adjusting the governor
linkage:
1- With the engine stopped and spring tension

about normal, the governor should hold the
throttle in the open position. The governor
to carburetor control rod should be adjusted
in length so the throttle stop lever is 164 to
V32 off the stop pin.

2 - Make certain that all linkage is free with
spring at operating tension disconnect the
governor spring and check movement of
levers and rods.

3 - The carburetor lever "F" is attached to the
throttle shaft by a coil spring, which must
be under sufficient tension to move the
throttle as a unit with the lever, without
any fluctuation due to the velocity of air
striking the throttle butterfly.
This tension is adjustable by winding up or
unwinding spring.

4 - Lever "G", which is firmlv attached to throt
tle shaft, serves to slo~ the engine down,
overriding the governor, through the spring
loaded lever "F". A throttle control cable
attached to lever "II" provides this idle con
trol, since as this lever "II" is pulled toward
the front of the engine, it moves lever "G"
to close the carburetor throttle.

Figure 7 - overnor Lin
(NOTE: Lever "G" must be located so as
to clear lever "F". This may be checked by
moving lever "G" forward with the finger
and noting if it returns to position freely
and quickly.)

NOVI GOVERNOR
The Novi Governor - is used on most industrial

units requiring normal industrial speed regulation.
Novi governors differ from conventional centri
fugal governors mainly in that round steel balls
are used as the motivating force producer instead
of masses of weight.

When the governor is driven at increasing speeds
by the engine through the governor gear, the hard
ened steel' balls, move outward, forcing the conical
upper race, fork base, fork and lever assembly
toward a closed throttle position.
An externally mounted spring imposes tension

on the lever assembly toward the open throttle
position. As the engine speed increases, the centri
fugal force created by the balls will increase until
a balanced condition between the governor force
and the spring force exists and the governing lever
remains stationary - holding a constant engine
R.P.M.
Adjustment - The desired engine speed is ob

tained by increasing or decreasing the governor
spring tension.
NOVI CONSTANT SPEED GOVERNOR

1 - Start the engine. While it is warming up,
back out surge adjusting screw "C" (Figure
88) so it will have no effect.

2 - With engine warmed up, adjust idle speed
approximately 150 R.P.M. higher than the
required speed under load, by turning screw
"B" in or out, thus either increasing or de
creasing pull on the spring.
Lock screw "A" should be backed out so as
not to interfere with the adjustment.

3 - Apply the desired load. and readjust screw
"B" in order to obtain the required speed
under load.
Release load and note R.P.M. at which en
gine settles out.
Again apply load, and observe the drop in
R.P.M. before governor opens throttle to
compensate.
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4 - The range of a governor's action is indicated
by the differential between R.P.M. under
load and that under no load.
This can be varied and the sensitivity of
governor changed by changing the length
of screw "E".

5 - To broaden the range of the governor and
produce a more stable action, lengthen
screw "E" and compensate for this change
by turning .screw"B" in to restore speed.
Lengthening screw "E" changes pull on
spring to more nearly the arc of the lever
action, thus having the effect of increasing
the spring rate.
GOVERNOR_~. . '~<\.

. ,.~.
SPRING _ ''iii

D ~ SURGE ADJ. SCREW1--,
C

A

Figure 88 - Novi Governor

6 - To narrow the range and increase the sensi
tivity of the governor, reverse procedure
outlined in 5. (Changing the length of screw
"E" has the same effect as using a stronger
or weaker spring.)

7 - With the governor adjusted for desired per
formance, release the load and allowengine
to run at governed speed, no load. If a
surge is noted, turn surge adjusting screw
"C" in or clockwise until surge is elimi
nated. Do not turn in further than neces
sary as it may make it difficult to get a low
enough slow idle.
Alternate method if a tachometer is used:
have engine running at high idle (governed
speed) no load. Turn surge adjusting screw
in until R.P.M. increases 10-20R.P.M. and
lock. If linkage and carburetor are all
properly adjusted, surge will be gone.

8 - When governor adjustment is completed,
tighten locking screw "A",which locks the
cam in position. Then make sure that all
locknuts are tight, in order to maintain the
adjustment.

NOVI VARIABLE SPEEDGOVERNOR
1 - Back Out Surge Screw "I" - until only 3-4

threads hold- then lockwith locknut "2".
2 - Start Engine and Idle - until warmed to

operating temperature.
3 - Set SpecifiedHigh Idle No-Load Speed

by moving throttle to required position and
adjusting high speed screw "3".

Novi Variable-Speed Governor
4 - Check Regulation - by applying and re

moving engine load.
(1) If regulation is too broad - increase

spring tension with sensitivity screw
"4" and readjust high speed screw
"3" throttle stop to obtain high idle
speed.

(2) If regulation is too narrow - decrease
spring tension with sensitivity screw
"4" and readjust high speed screw
"3" throttle stop to obtain desired
high idle speed.

(3) If governor surges under load- de
crease spring tension with sensitivity
screw "4" and readjust throttle lever
position to desired high idle speed.

(4) Repeat above steps as required - un
til desired performance is obtained.
When adjustment is complete, lock all
lock nuts to maintain settings.

Surge Screw "I"- is used to remove
a no-load surge only

If governor surges at no-load, turn surge
screw in a turn at a time until the surge is
removed. Do not turn in far enough to in
crease the no-load speed more than a few
RPM, if at all.

Maintenance- The slotted driver, in which the
balls move, is pinned to the governor shaft; the
two races are free floating on the shaft. When the
engine is running at a fixed speed all parts go
around with the governor shaft and the thrust is
taken on the thrust bearing betweenconicalshaped
race and fork base. When a change in speed, due
to change in load, takes place, the relative speed
between the balls and races is changed. Conse
quently, wear is distributed over the entire operat
ing surface of the races and balls. Since the sur
faces are hardened, little or no wear other than a
polish should ever take place on these parts.
The driver must always be tight to the shaft.

The races must be free on the shaft.
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In assembly of the governor a space of .004 to
.006 is provided between the driver and the flat
race. This is to assure freedom for movement of
the flat race. When servicing the governor, make
sure that both races revolve freely on the shaft.
When the balls are "in", that is in the bottom

of the driver slots, the space between the top of
the conical shaped race bushing and hairpin clip
should be .230-.240. Use .010 spacer washers to
obtain required space.
The governor shaft is pressed into gear and se

cured with screw that is partially in the shaft and
partially in gear.
Lubrication is supplied the governor by splash

from the front end gear train through holes pro
vided in the governor base. Like all mechanical
governors, the Novi must have ample lubrication
for its functioning. Make sure the governor parts
are being well suppliedwith oil.

PIERCE GOVERNORS
Pierce Centrifugal Governors- are use d for

many close generator applications and also as tail
shaft governors on torque converter installations.
Governors for engines driving generators are of

the constant speed type - which provideclosereg
ulation at a fixed speed to prevent excessive fre
quency variation. Close regulation with a single
spring and weights is possibleonly in a short range
of engine speeds- not exceeding 400R.P.M. The
reason for this is that the forces of the governor
spring and weights do not increase and decrease
at the same rate.
Operation (See Fig. 90) - Pierce governors op

erate as follows:
The governor shaft (10) is driven by gears (1)

The shaft is mounted on a heavy-duty radial ball
bearing (3) to minimizefriction and wear. On the
main shaft is a spider (4) which supports two gov
ernor weights (6). The weight noses (2) rest
against a hardened thrust sleeve (14) with thrust
bearing (8).

4

-+
THROTTLE
OPEN

figure 89 - Schematic Drawing of a Pierce
Centrifugal Governor

In operation, the governor shaft turns with the
engine.As the shaft rotates, the centrifugal energy
developedin the weights (6) causes them to swing
outward on their pivots - this energy is opposed
by the governor spring (7). The tension of this

14 ,
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~:~~\
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figure 90 - Sectional Drawing of a
Pierce Centrifugal Governor

spring is the means of setting the governor to act
at a predetermined speed.
When the engine is not running, the governor

spring holds the throttle valvewide open.
When the engine is started, the weights swing

out, moving the thrust sleeve (14) along the drive
shaft. This movement is transmitted through the
thrust bearing (8) to the rocker yoke (9) on the
throttle lever shaft. This movement,in turn, moves
the governor control lever (13) toward the closed
throttle position. The weights continue to move
out until the weight force and spring force are in
balance- when the throttle will be in position to
maintain the governed R.P.M.
Adjustment
1 - The Speed of the Governor is regulated by
adjusting screw (15).
2 - Sensitivity of the governor canbe regulated,
by auxiliary adjusting screw (12). Surging or
hunting under load conditions can usually be
eliminated by broadening the regulation with
this adjusting-screw.
3 - No Load Surge - is eliminated by means of
the bumper screw (11) at no load-openthrottle
position.

CAM GEAR GOVERNOR
Some L-head engines use the Continental de

signed "built-in" camgear driven governor. Sealed,
dust proof and engine lubricated, it is compact and

figure 9J - Cam Gear Governor
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easily adjusted. The control shaft floats on two
needle bearings to remove friction for closer, more
accurate control through the whole power range.

This governor is a variable speed type and has
no speed adjustment other than amount of travel
the control rod is moved. Control rod movement is
determined by accelerator pedal or hand control
linkages. Idle surge adjusting screw should be ad
justed in just enough to eliminate any tendency of
engine to surge.

TAILSHAFT GOVERNORS
Many industrial applications with torque con

verter drives want to maintain a constant output
shaft speed under varying load conditions. This
requires the governor to be driven by the output
shaft where it can sense output shaft speed varia
tions rather than engine speed.
Tailshaft governors are of the long range type

which provide regulation over a wide range of
speeds and can be set up to maintain any desired
speed in that range.

The tailshaft governor is mounted on the torque
converter and is gear-driven. This type governor
has two operating levers - one of which is the
throttle lever to set the desired output shaft speed
and the other lever is connected directly to and
operates the carburetor throttle control lever by a
mechanical linkage. This linkage, preferably should
be a short, straight rod with ball joints at each
end or if the linkage is long - walled tubing should
be used - so that weight and friction of the link
age is reduced to an absolute minimum.

Figure 92 - Tailsha't Governor

The torque converter governor, being driven by
the output shaft, senses only output shaft speed
and controls the engine throttle accordingly. It is
therefore very important that the engine be pro
tected, with an overspeed device which will sense
engine speed and limit that speed to a safe maxi
mum. This protection may be obtained with a me
chanical, electrical or a velocity type governor
whichever may be the most simple arrangement.

Adjustments - include the following:
(A) High Idle Speed-Limits maximum engine
speed, follow manufacturers recommendations.
(B) Low Idle Speed - Limits engine idling
speed - 400-600 R.P.M.
(C) Sensitivity Adjustment - will eliminate
surging or hunting by broadening regulation.

TO CARBURETOR
THROTTLE LEVER

HIGH IDLE
SPEED

SENSITIVITY
ADJUSTMENT

Figure 92A - Tailsha't Governor Adjustments

The hook-up of governor lever to carburetor
lever should be done in the following manner:

1. Make sure carburetor shaft does not stick
nor bind.

2. With governor lever in its normal position
under spring tension, with engine shut off, with
carburetor lever in wide open throttle position,
a rod of exact length to connect the two levers
is inserted.

3. Make sure that there is no bind or sticking
in the assembly of rods and levers. THIS IS
IMPORTANT.

IMPORTANT:
Pressure lubricated line must be con

nected to the torque converter or supply
with an orifice.
Governor control linkage must be abso

lutely free to obtain correct governor op
eration.
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SECTION VII
IGNITION

Continental L-Head engines are equipped with
either battery ignition or magneto ignition. Both
systems consist of an induction coil; breaker
points, with a condenser. connected a~ros.s the
points to absorb any arcing, and a distributor
which connects to each spark plug. The mam dif
ference is that the battery-ignition system re
quires a storage battery and the magneto system
uses the engine to supply energy to rotate a per
manent magnet armature.
The ignition system has the job of producing

and delivering high voltage surges of about 20,000
volts to the correct spark plug, at the correct inter
vals and with the correct timing to the engine. Each
high voltage surge produces a spark at the spark
plug gap to which it is delivered, so that the mIX
ture of air and fuel in the cylinder is ignited.

BATTERY-IGNITION SYSTEM
This battery-ignition circuit consists of the bat

tery, ammeter, ignition-switch, igniti<?n coil, ~is
tributor, spark plugs and low and high tension
wiring.

IGNITION
COIL

I ~HIGH TENSIONWIRING
~LOW TENSIONWIRING

Figure 93 - Schema'ic drawing of battery
ignition sys'em

':' OR 12 YOLT, DEPENDING ON SPEC.

These parts can be divided into separate circuits
consisting of a low tension circuit carrying battery
voltage and a high tension spark circuit of about
20,000 volts.
The low tension primary circuit consists of the

battery, ammeter, ignition switch, primary wind
ing of the ignition coil, distributor contacts and
condenser, and the primary wiring.
The secondary high tension circuit includes the

coil secondary winding, distributor cap and rotor,
spark plugs, and high tension wiring.

IGNITION SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The Battery supplies the voltage for producing

a current flow through the ignition circuit.
The Ammeter indicates the amount and direction

of current flow.
The Ignition Switch is an "Off" and "On" switch

and the Breaker Contacts function as an intermit
tent switch. Current flowsonly when both switches
are closed and returns by the ground through the
engine or frame. The resistance of the primary
winding of the ignition coil restricts the primary
current flow.
The Ignition Coil consists of two windings, a

primary winding and a secondary winding and is
a transformer to increase the voltage high enough
to jump a spark gap at a spark plug.
The Condenser momentarily provides a place for

the current to flow until the distributor contacts
are safely separated in order to reduce arcing.

The Distributor interrupts the primary winding
current in the ignition coil and distributes the high
tension current to the correct spark plug at the
correct time.
The Spark Plugs provide a spark gap.in the com

bustion chamber. The compressed air and fuel
mixture is ignited when the high voltage jumps
across this gap.
The Low Tension Primary Wiring conducts bat

tery current through the ignition coil and contacts.
The High Tension Secondary Wiring conducts

the high voltage, produced by the i~nition coil, to
the distributor and from the distributor to the
spark plugs.
Operation - A primary current flows from the

battery, through the ammeter and ignition switch
to the coil primary winding, then to ground through
the distributor contacts.
When the contacts open, the current tends to

continue flowing across the contact gap. The con
denser which is connected across the contacts,
mome~tarily absorbs this current and in doing so
hastens the collapse of the magnetic field produced
by the current in the coil primary winding.
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This collapsing field induces a very high voltage
in the secondary winding which is ~arried by t~e
high tension wire to the center termmal of the dIS
tributor cap. The rotor con~ects thi~ center te!
minal to one of the cap termmals WhIChm turn IS
connected to the proper spark plug.
The spark producedby this high tension current

ignites the fuel in that cylinder. This process IS
repeated for every power stroke of the engine and
at high speeds,an impulsemay be required as often
as 300times per second.
Ignition Coil- The function of the ignition coil

is to transform the lowvoltage suppliedby the bat
tery into the high voltage to jump the spark plug
gap.

Figure 94 - Cutaway View of an ignition coi'
An ignition coil has two windings wound on a

soft iron core; the primary windingwhich consists
of a comparatively few turns of heavy wire, and
the secondary winding of many thousand turns of
very fine wire. The primary winding is wound
around the outside of the secondary winding. A
soft iron shell enclosesthe outside of both windings
and serves to complete the magnetic circuit.
Ignition coilsdonot normally require any service

except keeping all terminals and connections clean
and tight. The coilshouldbe kept reasonably clean;
however,it must not be subjected to steam cleaning
or similar cleaning methods that may cause mois
ture to enter the coil.
Ignition coils can be tested for grounded wind

ings by placing one test point on a cleanpart of the
metal container and touching the other point to the
primary and high voltage terminals. If tiny sparks
appear at the points of contact, the windings are
grounded.
If the coil is further suspected of being faulty,

remove and check its operation on a coil tester and
replace it if inoperative. Most coil testers compare
the operation of the coil being tested with one
known to be in good condition.This test should be
made with the coils at room temperature and then

warming the coils five minutes by connecting the
primary to a battery of the s8;mevoltage ratI;ngas
the coils.Recheck the comparison test to see If the
expansion due to heating has caused some defect
to appear.
Distributor - The distributor conducts and in

terrupts the current through the p.rimaryw~ndi;ng
of the ignition coil at the correct time and distrib
utes the high tension voltage to the correct spark
plug.
There are two separate electrical circuits in a

distributor. The breaker contacts and condenser
are in the primary circuit and carry low voltage
current - while the cap and rotor are in the sec
ondary circuit and carry the high voltage spark
current.

PRIMARY
TERMINAL

CONDENSER

GOVERNOR

HOLD DOWN
ARM

DRIVE
SHAFT

Figure 9S - Cutaway View of a distributor

The breaker contacts are mounted on a plate in
the top part of the distributor housing. The
grounded contact is stationary and the insulated
contact is mounted on a breaker arm which is ac
tuated by a cam near the top of the distributor
shaft.
The rotor is mounted above the cam and turns

with it to make a connectionbetween the cap center
contact and the various side contacts.
Continental L-Head engines have distributors

equippedwith a centrifugal governor which varies
the timing by advancing the breaker cam as the
engine speedincreases. This mechanismconsists of
weighted levers which revolvewith the distributor
rotor and act against a set of springs. As the speed
of rotation increases, the weights are moved out
and the timing is advanced.With this arrangement
it is possibleto have a retarded spark for idling and
obtain a gradual advance in spark timing as the
engine speedis increased.
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The condenser in the distributor prevents exces
sive arcing at the contacts. When the contacts first
open, the current tends to continue flowingacross
the gap. The condensor absorbs this current until
it becomesfully charged; but by this time, the con
tacts have opened far enough to prevent the cur
rent flow.If there were no condenser in the circuit,
the current wouldcontinue to flowand cause an arc
that would soon burn the contacts. The capacity of
the condenser is designed to be large enough to pre
vent arcing and burning of the contacts and small
enough to reduce the transfer of material from one
contact to the other.
The cam is designed so that the breaker points

remain closed for a certain number of degrees so
as to give the coil a given length of time to build
up or become energized. This is called the cam
angle, as shownbelow:

figure 96 - Diagram illustrating cam angle

The cam is further designed to open the breaker
points at a given speed in relation to cam travel to
obtain proper point and condensor action. It is
therefore important that the breaker points be ad
justed to .020 gap so that proper cam angle is
obtained.
DISTRIBUTOR MAINTENANCE - The distribu
tor operation is vital to the operation of the engine
and the following items should be carefully in
spected every 250 hours of normal operation; how
ever, dirt, dust, water and high speed operation
may cause more rapid wear and necessitate more
frequent inspections:
1- Remove Distributor Cap - (without re
moving wires) - Clean cap and examine for
cracks, carbon runners, corroded terminals or if
the vertical faces of the inserts are burned -
install a newcap.

If the horizontal faces of the inserts are
burned - replace the cap and rotor as this is due
to the rotor being too short.
2 - Check Centrifugal Advance Mechanism _
for "freeness" by turning the breaker cam in the
direction of rotation and then releasing it. The
advance springs should return the cam to its
original position.

3 - Inspect Breaker Points and Gap - if points
are pitted, burned or worn to an unserviceable
condition,install a new set of points. Badly pitted
points may be caused by a defective or improper
condenser capacity.

If the condenser capacity is too high, the
crater (depression) will form in the positive con
tact; and, if condenser is too low, the crater will
form in the negative contact as shown on the
following sketch.

CONTACT BRACKET

OVER CAPACITY
CONDENSER

CONTACT BRACKET

UNDER CAPACITY
CONDENSER

Figure 97 - Badly pitted breaker points caused
by arcing due to incorrect condensor capacity
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If the points are servicable, they should be
dressed downwith a fine-cut stone or point file.
The file must be clean and sharp - never use
emery cloth to clean contact points.
After filing, check the point gap and reset to

.020 - the breaker arm must be resting on the
high point of the cam during this operation.
When replacing points, make sure they are

aligned and that they make full contact. Bendthe
stationary arm to obtain proper alignment - do
not bend the breaker arm.
4 - Lubrication - is required at the shaft, ad
vance mechanism, breaker cam and pivot. The
shaft may be either oil or grease cup lubricated
and should be given attention every oil change.
Make sure the breaker arm moves freely on its
hinge and apply a drop of light oil. A trace of
ball bearing lubricant such as Mobilgrease Spe
cial (with Moly) should be used sparingly on the
breaker cam unless lubricated by a felt wickwith
a few drops of oil.

CAUTION:
AVOID EXCESSIVE LUBRICATION- AS
THE EXCESSMAYGETONTHE CONTACT
POINTS AND CAUSE BURNING.

SPARK PLUGS - A spark plug consists of two
electrodes; one grounded to the outer shell of the
plug and the other well insulated with a core of
porcelain or other heat resistant material. The
space between these two electrodes is calledthe gap
which should be set at .025on standard plugs, and
.035on resistor type plugs for Continental L-Head
Engines. Correct and uniformity of the gaps of all
spark plugs in the engine is important for smooth
running.

TRODES

GAP-~~101

Figure 98 - Sectional view of spark plug

Spark plug gaps are best checked with a wire
gauge unless the points are dressed to obtain a cor
rect reading with a flat gauge. The adjustment
should always be made on the side electrode and

never on the center electrode which may cause a
broken porcelain.

"Gapping" the electrode tip is more easily done
with proper tools.
GAPPING THE SPARK PLUG. This illustration
shows the use of the gapping tool which both
measures and adjusts the electrode gap.

Figure 99 - Checking spark gap
Spark Plugs must operate within a certain tem

perature range to give goodperformance - not too
hot and not too cold. The ability of a spark plug
to conduct heat away from the center electrode
and porcelain is controlled by the design of the
shell and insulator - so varying the length of the
insulator below the gasket shoulder controls the
temperature.

Figure J 00 - Cold - Normal - Hot Spark Plugs

Cold-Normal-Hot Spark Plugs
. Examination of a used spark plug will show if it
I~I.nthe correct heat range for the operating con
ditions. If the plug runs too hot the insulator will
blister or crack and the electrodes burn away
rapidly, If the plug remains too cool - soot and
carbo~w~lldeposit on the insulator causing fouling
and rmssmg,
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Figure 101 - Faulty spark plugs. Left: cold plug used
in an engine that should have a hot plug. Right: hot
plug used in an engine that should have a cold plug.

Spark plug electrodes will wear in the course of
time and present day fuels have a tendency to form
rusty-brown oxide deposits on the insulator tip.
Therefore it is necessary to periodically clean the
plugs with a plug cleaner and to reset the gaps to
specifications.
Spark plugs must be correctly installed in order

to obtain good performance from them. It is a
simplebut important matter to followthe following
procedure when installing plugs:
1. Cleanthe spark plug seat in the cylinderhead.
2. Use new seat gasket and screw plug in by
hand.
3. Tighten all 18mmplugs to 35# torque with
socketwrench of correct size.

DISTRIBUTOR- IGNITION TIMING
With Timing Light

Paint a line on the flywheel (or in some cases,
on the front pulley) so the timing mark will be
more legible under the timing light.
1. Clip blue secondary lead of light to the #1

spark plug -leave spark plug wire on plug.
2. Connect primary positive lead (red) to posi

tive terminal of battery.
3. Connect primary negative lead (black) to

negative battery terminal.

Figure 102 - Schemafic diagram showing
timing light hookup

Normally Continental L-Head engines with dis
tributor-ignition are timed to have the distributor
points start to open when #1 cylinder is on com
pression stroke and the flywheelmark "DC" (top
dead-center) lines up with the pointer in the bell
housing.
There are two methods of checking ignition tim

ing - with or without a timing light.
The preferred method is to use a timing light in

followingsequence:
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Figure '03 - Checking f1ywhee' timing with
timing 'ight

4. Start engine and run at idle speed, 400 RPM
or lower, so the automatic advance of the distribu
tor is completely retarded. THIS IS VERY IM
PORT ANT TO OBTAIN CORRECT TIMING.

5. Direct timing light on the flywheel through
opening in bell housing and note timing marks as
lig-ht flashes.

6. Timing is normally at "D.C." unless specified
otherwise on your engine specification sheet.

7. To ad vance timing, turn distributor body
clockwise. To retard timing, turn distributor body
counter-clockwise.

8. When timing is correct, tighten distributor
clamp screw securely. Then recheck timing again
with light.

9. This operation is best performed in shaded
area, so timing light is visible.

DISTRIBUTOR IGNITION TIMING
Without Timing Light

(Emergency Method)

An alternative method without timing light, is
as follows:
1. Remove #1 Spark Plug - put your thumb
over the spark plug hole and crank engine by
hand until air is exhausting.

Figure 104 - Checking No. 1 Cylinder on
Compression Stroke

2. Set piston on top-dead-center by slowly crank
ing until "DC" mark on flywheel will line up with
the pointer in bell housing.
Not.e : Some special applicator may have timed

several degrees before top dead center (BTDC).

Figure '04A - Flywheel timing marks

3. Loosen the distributor clamp bolt and rotate
the distributor body until the contact points just
Start to Open.
This may be more accurately checked by means

of. a test lamp connected between the distributor
primary lead and the negative terminal of the bat
tery - when the points are closed the light will be
ON and as soon as the points break the light will
go OFF.
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4. Tighten distributor mounting bolts.

In high altitudes there is less tendency for spark
ping as well as low altitudes with premium gas
olines. In such cases, improved performance may
be obtained by advancing the spark not to exceed
4degrees ahead of specifiedsetting.

CAUTION: WHEN ENGINE SPECIFICA
TIONS HAVE SPECIAL TIMING OTHER
THAN TOP-DEAD-CENTER - THEY
MUST BE FOLLOWED IN ORDER TO
OBTAIN SATISFACTORY SERVICE IN
SPECIAL APPLICATIONS OR HIGHER
ALTITUDES.

MAGNETO - IGNITION
Magneto-Ignition is furnished on Continental

L-Head engines on special applications to provide
a completeignition system without requiring a bat
tery. The smaller engines are easily hand-cranked
so that the starters and generators are not fur
nished inmanyof these applications.
The magneto comprises all the parts of the bat

tery-ignition system with the exception of the

Figure 1048 - Magneto installation

Schematic drawing of

battery, and in addition, means for.generating cur
rent impulses directly in the primary winding
which is in effect a spark coil.
The advantage of the magneto is this self-con

tained character. All the elements of the ignition
system are in onecompact unit, from which it only
requires a low-tensioncable to the ignition switch
and high-tension cables to the spark plugs.

Operation
Magnetos are of the rotating magnet type with

jump-spark distributor and are flangemounted to
an accessory timing gear drive.
The rotation of the magnetic rotor sets up an

alternating magnetic flux which cuts the primary
winding each time it rises and falls. This induces
electric currents, alternating in direction, to flow
in the primary circuit during the intervals the
breaker points are closed.
The current in the primary winding of the coil

establishes a magnetic field which interlocks the
turns of the coilsecondarywinding,this fieldreach
ing its maximum simultaneouslywith the primary
current. Breaker point action at the instant of
maximum primary current and field, opens the
primary circuit so the primary current can't flow
- causing the immediate and completecollapseof
the magnetic fieldexisting in the coil.

-...

RAME
LAMINATIONS

Figure 105
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The ratio of turns in the coil secondary winding
to those of the primary is very high so the induced
voltage in the secondary winding is also very high.
The self-induced voltage occurring in the pri

mary winding, as a result of the quick break of the

primary circuit, is absorbed by the condenser which
is shunted across the breaker points. This action
promotes a more rapid collapseof the primary field
and at the same time reduces contact point burn
ing caused by arcing.

IMPULSE COUPLING

All magnetos have an impulse coupling which
assists starting by automatically retarding the
ignition spark during the starting operation and
at the same time producing an intense, hot spark
- which would otherwise be impossible at very
low engine speeds.
This device prevents the rotor of the magneto

from turning during the starting operation until
the engine piston is about at top-dead-center, at
which instant the rotor is snapped forward at very
high speed, producing an intense spark which is

automatically retarded to prevent back-firing,
Since the point at which the release occurs can be
controlled in the coupling construction - it is pos
sible to provide an automatic retard of the ignition
spark during the starting period.
Basically the impulse coupling consists of a

shell and a hub, connected together by a strong
spring. One half of the coupling (shell) is fitted to
a drive member on the engine drive shaft - while
the other half (hub) is keyed to the magneto rotor
shaft.

PAWL STOP
LIMITS

AMCUNT OF
SPARK

ADVANCE
llHEII

NECESSARY

STARTINGSPEEDS

, _;.

\
' SPARK, Ar>V"r<CE

DUE TO PAWL
'ACTION AS ROTAT,VE

SP,TD I NCR;ASES

M

ADVANCE

PUNNING SPEEDS
14c"--a"

RUNNING SPEEDS
''b''

Figure J 06 - Operation of Automatic Spark
Advance Rotor

AUTOMATIC SPARK ADVANCE

In slow speed operation, a pawl on the magneto
half of the coupling engages a stop pin mounted
on the magneto frame - which prevents further
movement of the rotor. The engine half of the
~oupli~~cont~nuesto rotate and the relative change
in pOSItIOnwmds up the connecting spring.
When the desired point of ignition spark is

reached, the pawl is released and the drive spring
snaps the magneto rotor forward at high speed
through its firing position.
As the. engine speed increases, the centrifugal

force acting on the pawls - withdraws them to a
~osition not engaging the coupling stop pin - the
Impulsecoupling then acts as a soliddrive member.
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TIMING MAGNETO TO ENGINE

1. Remove rear spark plug (#4 on four cylinder and
#6 on six cylinder engines.) Put your thumb over the
spark plug hole and crank engine by hand until air is
exhausting.

2. Set piston on top-dead-center by slowlycranking un
til "DC" mark on flywheelwill line up with the pointer
in the flywheel housing.

3. With magneto removed from the engine - put it
firmly in a vise linedwith soft cloths and turn drive lugs
of impulse coupling until lead to rear plug (#4 or #6)
fires.
Bosch and Wicomagneto indicate #1 lead so rear plug
is directly opposite - F. M. magnetos are not marked,
but rear plug lead is at 5 o'clockposition when facing
distributor end.

IMPORTANT: Engine specifications require magnetos with the correct amount of "Built-in Lag" -
which permits timing the magneto to the engine correctly as outlined.

Do not substitute other magnetos.

4. Check front end governor drive and make certain
that punch-marked tooth of timing gear is meshing be
tween the twopunch-marked teeth of the governor drive
gear.

5. Turn back magneto drive lugs of impulse coupling
counter-clockwiseabout 14 turn so as to mesh with the
driving slots of the engine drive member.

6. Position magneto on engine and tighten mounting
bolts moderately and connect wires to spark plugs.

7. Start and idle engine 600 R.P.M. and using a
timing light connected to rear plug and battery source
- check to see if timing is directly at "IGN-M" indi
cated by pointer.
If not, rotate magneto assembly until timing is correct,
then tighten magneto mounting bolts.
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SECTION VIII
ENGINE REPAIR AND

OVERHAUL

This section includes instructions for repairs and
overhaul of the component units of Continental
Red SealL-Head engines.
Provide a clean place to work and clean the en

gine exterior before you start disassembling -
dirt causes engine failures. Many shop tools have
been developedto save time and assure goodwork
manship; these should be included in your equip
ment.
Use only genuine Red Seal parts in Continental

engines since years of development and testing
have gone into these specifications to assure max
imum life and performance.

CYLINDER HEAD
The cylinder head is an important part of the

engine assembly since it contains the completecom
bustion chamber and cored passage for water flow.
Remove the cylinder head in the following
sequence:
1. Drain water from engine and disconnect rad
iator or heat exchanger outlet hose.
2. Loosenand remove the nuts holding the cylin
der head to the block.
3. Lift the cylinder head off the engine and carry
to a clean bench for further disassembly.
4. Remove all carbon from combustion areas
using a scraper and wire brush.

Figure 110 - Cleaning carbon from
combustion chamber

5. Clean the cylinder head thoroughly with a
solvent or degreasing solution and blow it off
with air pressure.
6. Make sure that gasket contact surfaces on
the head and blockare clean, smooth and flat.

Figure 11J - Checking cylinder head flatness
lengthwise.

7. Check out-of-flatness with straight edge and
feeler gauge: maximum permissible is .00075
inches per inch of width or length. Thus, for a
cylinder head 16" long, maximum permissible
lengthwise out-of-flatness is .012". Out-of-flat
ness should vary gradually and uniformly from
end to end and side to side. Localized depres
sions or high spots should not exceed .003.

Figure "? - Checking cylinder head flatness
crosswise.
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CYLINDER BLOCK

Figure 113 - Valve Removal

1. With a valve spring lifter, compress the
springs and remove the locksor pins from the valve
stems which are in a closed position. Close the
other valves by rotating the crankshaft and re
move the locks (or pins) from these valves in the
samemanner. Removeall valves and place in order
in a rack, with holes numbered for both intake and
exhaust valves so they will not be mixed in
handling.

Figure 114 - Valves in rack

VALVE GUIDES

1. Cleanthe valve stem guides, removing lacquer
or other deposits by running a valve guide cleaner
or wire brush through the guides.
2. Check guides for wear by using "Go and No

Go" plug gage or a. telescope gage and 1" microm
eter. Replaceall guides that are worn bell-mouthed
and have increased .0015 in diameter. See Limits
and Clearance Section for maximum diameter per
missible to determine actual amount the diameter
has increased. Removeall valve guides when neces
sary by using an arbor press and pressing them out
from the combustion chamber side with a driver
slightly smaller than the O.D. of the valve guide.

Figure 115 - Removing valve guides

3. Replace worn guides as required by using a
suitable driver and an arbor press from the combus
tion side to the correct depth below the valve seat
as given in the Limits and Clearance Chart.
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EXHAUST INTAKE

Distance from Block Face to
Engine

Top Qf Guide

Intake Exhaust

N56, N62 2%2 2%2

Y69, Y91, Y112 % %

F124, F140,
F162, F186, 111Y32 11%2F209, F226,

F244

M271, M290 11,4 1%6M330, M303

B371, B427 1% 1%6

figure J J6 - Diagram and chart showing
valve guide location

4. Ream new valve stem guides to size given in
Limits and Clearance Chart, using a straight
reamer ground to correct size and having a pilot
which will properly locate it and keep it from
wandering from the original reamed hole.

CAUTION: When replacing guides that are
ferrox coated do not ream since these are all
pre-reamed before being ferrox coated - any
further reaming will remove the coating.

VALVE SEAT INSERTS

1. The exhaust valve seat insert is held in place
by a shrink fit.

Inspect all exhaust valve inserts in the block and
replace any that are loose, cracked or otherwise
damaged. Use puller for removing faulty insert as
shown in illustration.

figure J J 7 - Removing exhaust valve seat insert

2. When required to replace with new insert,
clean and counterbore for .010 larger insert using
counterbore tool with correct fitting pilot.
When machining the counterbore, be sure to go

deep enough with the tool to clean up the bottom so
that the insert will have full contact to carry away
the heat.

Continental does not recommend installing new
inserts having the same outside diameter as the
one removed. The following chart shows the dimen
sions of Standard Inserts and counterbores :

DIMENSIONS OF STANDARD INSERTS
AND COUNTERBORES

Outside Dia. Inside Dia.
Engine Model of Insert of Counterbore Press Fit

(A) (B)

N-56 1.068-1.067 1.063-1.062 .004-.006N-62
Y-69
Y-91 1.1295-1.1285 1.1255-1.1245 .003-.005
Y-112
F-l24
F-140 1.3485-1.3475 1.3445-1.3435 .003-.005
F-162
F-186
F-209 1.442-1.441 1.438-1.437 .003-.005F-226
F-244
M-271
M-290 1.692-1.691 1.688-1.687 .003-.005M-330
M-363
B-371 1.8785-1.8775 1.8755-1.8745 .003-.005B-427
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Figure J J 7-A -Insert and counterbore

When OVERSIZE inserts are used, dimensions
of the insert and counterbore increase proportion
ately (.010, .020,.030-depending on the oversize).
New insert installation should have a press fit.

Chill insert in container with dry ice for 20 min
utes before assembling.
Insert may then be installed in the counterbore

using a piloted driver, tapping in place with very
light hammer blows, without the possibility of
shearing the sidewalls.This assures it being seated
firmlyon the bottom of the counterbore.

Figure J J 8 -Installing valve seat insert
with an arbor press

3. Grind the intake and exhaust valve seats in
the block in accordance with instructions in the
limits and clearance chart and before removing the
arbor, indicate the seat. Total indicator reading
of the run-out must not be more than .002". Use a
pilot having a solid stem with a long taper, as all
valve seats must be ground concentric and square
with either new or worn valve stem guide holes.

Figure J J9 - Grinding Valve Seat

Figure 120 -Indicating Valve Seat

VALVES

1. Inspect valves for condition and replace any
that are "necked", cracked or burned, also any on
which valve stems are bent or worn more than .002
over the maximum allowable limits. Reface or re
place all valves.
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ORIGINAL REFACED
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IF AREA "A" IS LESS THAN 50" OF
ORIGINAL, DISCARD VALVE

Figure 121 - Allowable head fhickness 01
relaced valves

2. Allvalveshaving less than 50%margin thick
ness (outer edge of valve head) after refacing has
been completed must be replaced. To check this
dimension, compare the refaced valve with a new
valve.

Figure 122 - Checking valve lace in "V" blocks

3. Check all refaced or new valves in V-blocks
with indicator to determine if the contact face is
true with the stem within .002. If not, repeat the
refacing operation.
4. After the valves and seats have been refaced

and reground, coat the seat lightly with Prussian
blue and drop the valve into position, oscillating it
slightly to transfer the blue pattern to the valve
face. This should show a contact width of 'li6" to
%2" and should fall well within the width of the
valveface, leavingat least Ys4" oneither sidewhere

o~\
I\.fr) \

0, \

I
~O \ "-

\ --- 15°
r-===::::::i---..t=.= =,.. '..=====£::::::=4------ --I '- ---------r~·· :'7'f

Figure 123 - Method of narrowing valve seats

the blue does not show. If the contact is over %2"
wide, the seat in the head may be narrowed by
using a 15° stone to reduce the outside diameter or
using a 60° or 75° stone to increase the inside
diameter.

WRONG RIGHT

Figure 124 - Valve position in block

Never allow valves to set down inside the seat.
After the narrowed-downseat is brought within

specifications,the seat should be retouched lightly
with the original stone to remove burrs or feath
ered edge.

"A poor valve grinding job cannot be cor
rected by valve lapping."

5. Coat the valve stem with a light film of en
gine oil.

VALVE SPRINGS

1. Check all valve springs on a spring tester to
make sure they meet specifications regarding
weight and length. Springs, when compressed to
the "valve open" or "valve closed"length, must fall
within the specificationsshown on the chart when
new, and must not show more than 10% loss to
re-use.

Figure 125 - Valve .pring 'e,'.r

2. Reassemble the valves and springs in the
blockwith the retainer and retainer lock.
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CYLINDER BLOCK
All "L" head engines, except the N56,have cylin

der barrels cast in the block.

CHECKING BORE WEAR

1. Clean the ring of carbon from around the top
of the cylinder bore formed above the travel of
the top ring.

2. Determine the original diameter of the cylin
der barrel by checking this unworn area with a
pair of inside micrometers at intervals of ap
proximately 450•

Figure J 26 - Measuring original bore diamefer
above ring frave'

3. Check in same manner the top of the ring
travel area approximately 1,4" below the
shoulder.

4. The maximum difference in the above checks,
indicates the amount of cylinder bore wear. If
less than .008, re-ringing will be suitable and if
over .008re-boring is recommended.

PREPARING CYLINDER WALLS FOR RE-RINGING
OR REBORING

1. Ridge ream the cylinders to remove the un
worn area at the top so that the new rings when
assembled will not bump and distort both them
selvesand the piston lands.

Figure J21 - Ridge reaming fop of cy'inder bore

Several goodmakes of ridge reamers are avail
able which will ream the top of the bore in direct
relation to the worn area so that should the worn
area be off center slightly there willbe no partial
ridge remaining.

2. Drain the crankcase and remove the oil pan.

3. Remove the cap screws holding the connect
ing rod caps to the rod. Keep the cap and bolts
in numerical order so that when the pistons and
rods are removed from the engine, the cap can
be reassembled and kept with its mating part.

4. Push the pistons and connecting rods up
through the top of the cylinder, carrying with
them all the carbon and metal chips left from
the cleaning and ridge reaming operation. Whl'n
doing this, C('U!! precaution. musi be taken to
pre cent dama qc to cylinder bores by the sharp
corners and rough edges of the connecting rods
anti bolts.
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5. It is important to remove the glaze on the
cylinder bores by using a glaze breaker in order to
assure quick seating of the newpiston rings. If the
cylinder glaze is not removed, you will have no as
surance as to when the rings willbegin to function
properly and control the oil; this is especially true
when chrome rings are used.
The following step by step procedure is recom

mended:
a. Cover the entire crankshaft with a clean,

slightly oily cloth to prevent abrasives and dirt
from getting on the crankshaft.

Figure 728 - Removing cylinder wall glaze
b. Remove the excess carbon deposits from

the top of the cylinder wall before beginning the
glaze breaking operation. (This is to prevent
loadingthe stones.)
c. Surface hone each cylinder several times;
move the glaze breaker up and down in the
cylinder rapidly to produce a 45 degree cross
hatch pattern similar to that illustrated.
d. Clean the loose abasives from the stones

by using kerosene and a wire brush. (Donot use
thinner to clean the stones because of the ex-

Figure 729 - Desirable cross hatch pattern
obtained with a glaze breaker

plosion hazard.) Dry the glaze breaker before
moving to the next cylinder.
e. The most desirable cylinder finish is 30 -

40micro inches; with this finish the depressions
in the surface tend to keep the supply of lubrica
tion between the mating parts. This finishcan be
obtained by using 220 grit stones on the glaze
breaker.
f. Cleanall bores thoroughly with a cleanoiled

rag to pick up all the small particles of dust that
may be embedded in the walls. Followthis with
a clean cloth to make certain the walls are
CLEAN.

PISTONS
Check the pistons for excessive ring groove

wear, and replace any that exceed the allowable
limits in our limits and clearance data.
The cylinder walls and pistons must be perfectly

clean and dry when fitting pistons in the cylinder
bores. Pistons should be fitted with the block and
piston at room temperature (680 _700 F).

PISTON FIT ON STANDARD PISTONS*
(with 5 to 10# Pull)

N-Y Series .002
F4, F6 Series .003

M271 .004
M330 .005
M363 .003

B Series .005
*This fit may vary on some special applications.

Check the piston fit in the bore using a half-inch
wide strip of feeler stock, of the thickness specified
in the Limits and ClearanceChart, the feeler being
attached to a small scale of approximately 15 lbs.
capacity.

,':,..' ".',' ..

Figure 730 - Checking Piston fit in bore
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When the correct fit is obtained you must be able
to withdraw the feeler with a pull of 5-10 pounds
on the scale, with the feeler inserted between the
piston and the cylinder midway between the piston
pin bosses where the diameter of the piston is the
greatest. Check the fit of the piston when it is ap
proximately 2" down in the cylinder bore in an in
verted position.

PISTON PINS
Check the bushing in the upper end of the con

necting rod for wear. Ifworn and you are using the
original pistons with a service set of rings, an over
size piston pin may be obtained in .003 or .005"
oversize.
The piston pin hole in the piston and the bushing

in the connecting rod may be honed to increase

Figure J3J - Pressing in Pis'on Pin 8ushing

their diameter to obtain the desired fit as shown in
your Limits and Clearance Chart.

Note that while the chart specifies a
light push fit of the pin in the piston, there
is a definite clearance of the piston pin in the
connecting rod.

CONNECTING ROD
Replace the bushing in the connecting rod if new

pistons and sleeves are used. Using an arbor press,
press out the old bushing and press in the new one
- after which the bushing must be honed to obtain
the correct fit of the pin in the bushing as shown
on Limits and Clearance Chart.
If there is an excess of stock in the piston pin

bushing, it may be reamed first, then honed. In any
event, the final operation should be done with a
hone to obtain the desired fit with better than 75%
bearing area on the pin.

PISTON AND CONNECTING
ROD ASSEMBLY

1. Assemble the pistons on the connecting rod
by first heating them in some form of oven or in
hot water to a minimum temperature of 160·F.
When heated, the piston pin will enter the piston
very easily and can be tapped through the connect
ing rod and into place without distorting the piston.
The snap rings must be assembled in the grooves,

making sure they are fully seated in place.
2. The piston pin hole in the connecting rod must

be parallel to and in plane with, the large bore in
the bearing end of the connecting rod.

Figure J32 - Checking conneding rod for 'wis'

This may be checked on a fixture with the piston
pin assembled in the rod before assembling the pis
ton; but regardless of this preliminary check, the
completed piston and rod assembly must be re
checked and there must not be more than .002"
twist or out of squareness checked over a spread
of approximately 4 inches. The connecting rod can
be bent or twisted to meet this specification.
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Figure J 33 - Checking conneding rod for alignment

Pistons are cam and taper ground, and this must
be taken into consideration when checking align
ment of the assembly, since the diameter in line
with the piston pin would be less at the top of the
skirt than at the bottom.

Figure 134 - Checking conneding rod assembly
for alignment

PISTON RINGS
Check the piston rings in the cylinders for gap.
To do this, insert a piston in the cylinder bore

in an inverted position and then insert each ring
one at a time about 2" down in the bore and bring
the bottom edge of the piston up against the ring
to square it up in the cylinder bore.
Check the gap between the ends of the ring with

a feeler gauge in accordance with specifications
shown in the Limits and Clearance chart. If any
of the rings do not have enough gap, they may be
filed either in a ring filing fixture or by clamping
the file in a vise and holding the two ends against
oppositesidesof the file.

Figure J 35 - Filing piston ring to increase gap

RECOMMENDED METHOD OF INSTALLING
PISTON RINGS

1. Grip the connecting rod in a vise with lead
lined jaws to hold the piston firmly and roll each
of the straight side rings in its groove to be sure
there are no burrs or other interference with the
free action of the ring in the groove.

Figure J 36 - Installing Rings with Ring
Expander Tool
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figure J37 - Install Tapered Rings with "Top"
Side Up

2. Hold the ring tool with recess side up and
place the ring in with the bottom side up. Start
with the lowest ring first.
Some piston rings are taper faced. These are

clearly marked "TOP" on the side to be up when
assembled on piston.
3. Position ring in the tool so the expanding

fingers will fully engage both ends.
4. Apply pressure on handles so ring is com

pletely expanded. Pass the expanded ring and tool
recessed side down over the piston to the proper
groove.
5. Check the ring side clearance at various posi

tions with a feeler in accordance with the toler
ances shown on the Limits and ClearanceChart.

figure J 38 - Checking Ring Clearance in Groove

CRANKSHAFT AND MAIN
BEARINGS

1. Using a puller, remove pulley from crank
shaft.
2. Take out screws and remove gear cover.
3. Drop the oil pump, by removing nut or cap

screws holding pump to center main bearing cap.

CR~

figure J 38A - Removing Crank Gear
4. Removeeach main bearing cap, one at a time,

and inspect the bearing and crankshaft journals.
If there is any indication of flaking out, scoring

or actual wear, - they must be replaced.

BEARINGS
Somemodels use tri-metal bearings which when

new are smooth and highly polished. However, a
very few hours of operation will change their ap
pearance completely. The bearing surface becomes
a leaden gray in color and developsminute craters,
almost cellular in appearance as indicated in the
photograph, which followthe pattern of the matrix.
This appearance is a natural characteristic of this
type bearing and in no way indicates failure.

figure J 39 - Appearance of a Good Bearing
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Figure '40 - Bearing Damage Due to Corrosion

Figure '4' - Scored Bearing Due to Dirt or
Lack of Oil

5. If the visual inspection appears satisfactory,
they should be removedand checkedfor thickness
using a ballmicrometer.

Figure 142 - Removing Main Bearing

To remove the upper half of the bearing shell
use a special tool obtainable at most parts houses,
which is a pin with an angular head. It may be in
serted in the oil hole of the crankshaft and as the
crankshaft is turned in a clockwisedirection, the
head of this pin picks up the bearing shell and
forces it out of the bore in the block.

Figure '43 - Measuring Bearing Thickness
/

The thickness of the bearing shells is given in
the Limits and ClearanceChart, and if this thick
ness has been reducedmore than .0005beyondthe
maximum allowable tolerance the bearing shell
must be replaced.
6. If visual inspection of the crankshaft shows

no indication of excessive wear or scoring, the
clearance of the feeler should be checked.

Figure 144 - Checking Bearing Clearance with
Plastigauge

7: Check each bearing, one at a time, by using
a piece of Plastigage of a diameter specifiedto
checkcertain clearances.
. By p~aci~g.this Plastigage in the bearing and
tightening It III place, the width of the Plastigage
after crushing determines the bearing clearanceas
shown above.

CAUTION
When using this method DO NOT TURN

the crankshaft as that would destroy the
Plastigage.
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Figure 145 - Checking Bearing Clearance with
Feeler Stock

An alternative method is to use a piece of If2"
feeler stock (the thickness of which should be
equivalent to the maximum clearance permissible
in the bearing) lengthwise, in the bearing shell, on
a film of oil. Assemble the bearing cap and tighten
the screws, torquing them to the specifications, -
then try to turn the crankshaft by hand to de
termine whether or not you can feel a drag.
If a definite drag is felt and the piece of feeler

stock is equivalent to, but no more in thickness
than the maximum clearance specified, you may be
sure that neither the crankshaft nor bearing are
worn excessively as far as clearance is concerned.
When using new bearings and the crankshaft is

not worn, checking with a piece of feeler stock as
outlined above should lock up the crankshaft, mak
ing it possible to turn only by use of a bar or
wrench.
If crankshaft is scored, or worn enough so that

new bearings will not fit with the required clear
ance, it should be removed and reground.

Standard crankshafts may be reground to de
crease the diameter a maximum of .040.

Before shaft is reground, it must be checked for
straightness and straightened if necessary to be
within .002 indicator reading. When reground, the
fillet radii must be within dimensional limits and
must be perfectly blended into thrust and bearing
surfaces.

8. Connecting rod bearings and crank pins may
be checked in the same manner with one exception;
instead of trying to turn the crankshaft when the
connecting rod bearing is tightened on it with a
piece of feeler gauge assembled, try to move the
connecting rod from side to side.

AVOID
SEE \Z:CHART ERSBELOW

RIGHT WRONG WRONG

Figure 146 - Crankshaft Fillet Radii

N %:z" R on all crankpins and mains
%.t" R on all crankpins and front & center

y mains
%2" R on rear main

F %z" -+- Yti.t" R on all crankpins and mains
M except rear

VB" ± %-t" R on rear main
B %:z" -+- %/' R on all crankpins and mains

Figure 147 - Replacing Bearing

Figure 148 - Checking Rod Bearing with Feeler Stock

With new bearing shells and feeler stock equiva
lent to the specified clearance in thickness, if the
crank pin is not worn you will quite probably have
to use a hammer tap to move the rod from side to
side, indicating that the clearance is well within
the specification range.
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CAMSHAn
1. Using a puller, remove the cam and crank

gears.

figure 149 - Removing Cam Gear with Puller

2. Remove the screws holding the camshaft
thrust plate to the front of the cylinder block,
which makes it possible to pull the camshaft for
ward out of the bearings.
3. Unless engine is lying on its side, tappets

must be removed or lifted before camshaft can be
pulled.
4. Removetappet chamber covers.
5. Tappets can then be lifted out and lined up

in sequence, for installation in the same location
unless inspection shows that they require re
placement.
6. Beforepullingthe camshaft completely,check

the clearance of the bearing journals in the bush
ing (or blockin somemodels). Todothis use strips
of feeler stock 1,4" wide with edges dressed with
a stone to eliminate any burrs or feathered edges.
7. If clearance is equal to or greater than the

amount indicated under wear limits, check the
diameter of the camshaft journals to determine the
next step. Excess wear at these positions require
replacementof the shaft.
If wear is found to be in the bushings instead,

these must be replaced using precision service
bushings, available for that purpose,which require
no reaming, only care in assembly, to line up oil
holes, and not to damage the bushings as they are
being pressed in.

TAPPETS

ACCEPTABLE
Figure '50 - Va've Tappet Wear Comparison

1. Inspect each tappet carefully. Two or more
small pits on the contact face is acceptable; more
than that calls for replacement of the tappet on
the N, Y, F4, F6 Series.
Oversize tappets are available as required.
2. Check the outside diameter with microme

ters to determine if replacement is necessary be
cause of wear.
3. On the M and B series, tappet guides or

guide bushings may be checked for wear with a
plug gauge or preferably with a telescopic gauge
and micrometer.
If guide bushings are used, they may be re

placed and std. tappets used. If bushings are not
used, the tappet bore may be reamed oversize,and
oversize tappets installed.

TAPPETS
o. D. BORE IN TOTAL

ENGINE TAPPET BLOCK MAX. WEAR
LIMITS

N, Y, .9995 1.0008 Oversize
F4,F6 .9990 1.0000 .005 tappets
Series available

TOTAL

ENGINE O.D. SLEEVE MAX.
TAPPET DIA. WEAR

LIMITS

Std. sleeves
M-B 1.1242 1.1260 .005 and Std.
Series 1.1237 1.1250 Tappets

available
Note: On the N, Y, F4, F6 engines, the tappets

ride in a tappet bore in the block. On the
M and B, guide bushings are used: the
dimension shown is the I.D. after bushing
is installed in block.

CAUTION - WHEN INSTALLING CAM
SHAFT USE SPECIAL CARE TO PRE
VENT CAMSHAFT BUMPING AND
LOOSENING EXPANSION PLUG TO
CAUSE AN OIL LEAK
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TIMING GEARS
1. Timing gears and timing gear fits must be

checked carefully while the engine is being over
hauled. Tocheckthe fit, use a screwdriver to force
the mating teeth as far apart as possibleand check
this clearancewith a feeler gauge. If this clearance
is .002" or greater, or if the gear teeth are badly
scuffedand worn, the gear must be replaced. Tim
ing gears must be replaced in pairs.

Figure 152 - Checking Timing Gear Backlash

Gears marked same as the original as far as
sizesare concernedshouldbeusedas replacements.

2. Examine the camshaft thrust plate carefully
for scoring and wear and if any indicationof either
shows, a new thrust plate should be assembled
without question.

Figure 153 - Camshaft Thrust Plate

3. Assemble the cam gear to the camshaft by
driving or pressing it on; at the same time holding
the camshaft forward with a suitable bar through
the fuel pump opening in the block so there is no
possibility of the camshaft bumping the expansion
plug at the rear end and forcing it out of position.
thus causingan oilleak.
Check camshaft end playas shown in illustra

tion. Refer to limits and clearance section for the
correct dimension.

Figure 154 - Checking Camshaft End Play

4. Inspect crankshaft thrust washers for wear
and scoring. Replace if necessary before reassem
bling gear.
5. Drive the crank gear on the shaft making

sure that the marked teeth on the cam gear strad
dle the marked tooth on the crank gear, which as
sures you of the crankshaft and camshaft being
in time.

Figure 155 - Timing Gears Assembled According
10 Timing Marks

6. Check for clearance with the above gears as
sembledin place, since it may be possible that it is
not within specifications. Repeat the operation
previously outlined. Using a screwdriver pry the
teeth as far apart as possible and check the clear
ancewith a feeler gauge. If a .0015"feeler willnot
enter the gap the clearance is not excessive.
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figure J 56 - Checking Gear fit

Tobe certain that there is enoughclearance,hold
your finger at the junction of the two gears and
with a light hammer tap the rim of the cam gear
and note if there is vibration felt at this point.
If there is vibration and a .0015" feeler gauge

will not enter the gap between the two gear teeth,
the gear fit is within specifications.
7. Crankshaft gears and camshaft gears are fur

nished in standard and under and over sizes. Gears
marked "S" are standard; if they are marked with
figures "I" or "2" in a letter "U" this signifiesun
dersize. If they are marked with figures in the
letter "0" this signifies oversize.

figure J 57 - Torquing Cam Gear Nut

CRANKSHAFT END PLAY

1. Check the crankshaft end play before replac
ing the gear cover. A shim pack containing shims
of .002" and .008" thickness is incorporated in the
assembly between the front end of the main bear
ing journal and the crank gear and by removingor
adding shims, this end play can be corrected to fall
within the specifications.

figure J 58 - Checking End Play with Indicator

figure J 59 - Thrust Washers and Shims Controlling
Crankshaft End Play

At all times when checking end play, the crank
gear must be tightened firmly against the shim
pack, which can be done by using a sleeve or the
regular pulley, slipping it over the crankshaft and
using the standard assembly parts to tighten the
pulleyand gear in place.
On somemodels,end play is controlledby center

thrust bearings, which require no shims.
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ASSEMBLING OIL SEALS IN FILLER
BLOCK AND OIL GUARD

Continental L-head engines have 3 types of
crankshaft and oilpan seals.

The first type is jute packing which is used in
sealing the filler block and oil guard in block to
crankshaft.

The second type is a neoprene seal which is used
in sealing the oil pan to the filler block.
The third type is a neoprene circular spring type

which is currently used on the N-series engines.
JUTE TYPE OIL SEALS

First, remove the filler block and oil guard,
the latter being the semi-circular die casting which
fits in the cylinder blockjust to the rear of the rear
bearing bore. Clean out the grooves thoroughly
and clean the outer surface of this oil guard so as
to remove all dried cement and grease.

Jute packing for crankshaft seal as it is received
is approximately one-third larger in diameter than
the width of the groove. To fit the grooves in the
filler block, this must be crushed in a vise or flat
tened with a hammer on a flat surface so the jute
packing is narrow enough to fit into the grooves.

Figure 160 - Top Half of Rear Seal

Next, press it into the grooves of both the filler
block and the oil guard. Then, using a piston pin,
a smooth hammer handle or someother instrument
with a rounded surface, iron this packing into the
groove so that it is seated firmly and expanded so
that it seizes the sides.

REAR FILLERBLOCK

Figure 161 - Lower Half of Rear Seal

hi its present condition the packing will pro
trude from the grooves at either end in varying
amounts. With a sharp knife, or razor blade, cut
this off flush, making the cut parallel to the sur
face of the casting. Then slip it into place, either
around the crankshaft, if the engine is still as
sembled, or directly into the groove if the crank
shaft is out.

NEOPRENE OIL SEAL

Figure 162 - Installing Neoprene Seal in Rear
Filler Block

1. To replace neoprene seal, thoroughly clean all
cement, dirt, and oil from the contacting surface
of the filler block. To hold seal in place for assem
bly, use only a small spot of non-hardening cement
in the center of the contacting surface, before in
serting seal in groove. Noother cement is required.
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FRONT FILLERBLOCK

Figure J 63 - Installing Neoprene Seal in Front
Filler Block

2. Neoprene seal on front filler block is installed
in the samemanner.
When replacing gear cover, cement gasket to

gear cover with a quick drying gasket cement and
reassemble to engineblock.

Figure J 64 - Neoprene Seals in Place

In order to prevent possibleoilleaks, it is impera
tive to use only genuine Continental replacement
gaskets and seals - since these have been engi
neered and designed to do a superlative job.

NEOPRENE CIRCULAR SPRING TYPE SEAL

The "N" series of engines uses a circular spring
type seal which is replaced as follows:
1. Removeflywheelassembly.
2. Remove cap screws from oil seal retainer as

sembly.
3. Remove retainer from 2 dowel pins and slide

offseal surface of crankshaft.
4. Press oil seal from retainer with a driver

slightly smaller than sealdiameter. Thoroughly
clean back of cylinder block and retainer in a
solvent.

5. Onan arbor press, press in newseal with driver
which fits oil seal to prevent damage to seal.
If a driver of the correct diameter is not avail-

Figure J 65 - "N" Series Circular Spring Type Seal

able, use a piece of 1,4" sheet steel, 8" x 8" or
larger, and press seal into retainer on an arbor
press. Be sure the seal wiping edge and spring
face is toward engine.

6. Examine crank flange seal surface carefully.
Any roughness or scratches should be polished
off, otherwise they will damage new seal.

7. Apply coat of fibre lubricant to seal as well as
seal surface of crankshaft (A goodwheelbear
ing type of lubricant should be used).

8. Install a new gasket between retainer and cyl
inder block.

9. Carefully slide seal assembly over crankshaft
seal surface using a pieceof shim stock to guide
it in place. Align dowel holes of retainer with
dowel pins in block and tap retainer gently in
place.

10. Replace retainer cap screws and torque evenly
to 15- 20 ft. pounds so as not to distort the
retainer.

11. Replace flywheel.

OIL SEAL RETAINER

Figure 166 - Exploded View of Oil Seal
Retainer and Seal
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OIL PUMPS
The oil pump is assembled to the center main

bearing, held in position vertically against a ma
chined pad by studs, (except the "N" series en
gines, which have the oil pump on the rear end
plate, and driven off end of camshaft.)

Figure 167 - Oil Pump Removal

The extended portion of the body acts as a pilot,
fitting closely in a reamed hole in the main bearing
web, maintaining definite relationship between the
camshaft and the oil pump drive shaft.

A gear assembled to the upper end of this shaft
is driven by a mating gear cut on the camshaft and
drives the oil pump gear which is assembled to the
lower end of the pump shaft.

The pump shaft is carried in two bronze bush
ings assembled in the cast iron housing, which is
also a part of the oil distributing system, trans
mitting oil to the drilled passages.

The gear type pump has a capacity well in ex
cess of that required by the engine.
When the pump is removed, examine the drive

gear carefully for wear, inspecting the gear on the
camshaft at the same time. If scored or worn badly,
both the camshaft and the gear on the pump
must be replaced.

Examine the pick-up screen (which may be
either the Floato type or the stationary screen
type) for clogging or damage.

Remove -the cover, being careful not to damage
the lead gasket which acts as a spacer as well as
a gasket to seal the joint.

Examine the gears and pump body for any sign
of wear indicating lack of clearance. The gears
should have from .001 to .003 clearance in the
chamber and should make no contact with the
walls.

Inspect the cover and face of the gears for exces
sive wear 01' scoring. With the gasket assembled
to the body there should be .0015 - .006 clearance
between the gears and the cover.
Worn or scored gears can be replaced, as can a

worn cover. If the body shows weal' in the cham
ber, it can be replaced, but in a c~se like this a new
pump would be the most economical,

Figure 168 - Checking Oil Pump Gear Clearance
in Body

Engine oil pressure must be maintained to
specification for satisfactory engine life.

Figure 169 - Checking Oil Pump End Clearance

Pressure relief is located externally on the right
hand side, near the oil pan flange at the center.
(on the N series, it is located in the rear end plate).
Pressure is controlled by a plunger and spring,
the latter specifically for a certain range. The only
adjustment variation is either to change springs
or assemble 01' remove washers from behind the
present spring. Up to four washers are permissible.

WASHER TO ADJUST
OIL PRESSURE

Figure 170 - Oil Pressure Relief Valve

---------_. -...
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Fiaur« 171 - TVDical Oil Puma

1. Stud
2. Washer
3. Nut

13. Frame - oil pump
screen

14. Gasket
15. Cover - oil pump
H>' Gasket
17. Gear - driver
18. Key
19. Drive shaft
:w. Body assembly
21. Bushing
22. Pin
2a. Gear
24. Bushing

4. Stud
G. Gear - idler
6. Snap ring
7. Washer
R. Screw
9. Spacer
10. Screen
11. SCI'ew
12. Washer

CAUTION
On several modelsof our L-Head engines, a

l/S" flat spacer washer is used between the oil
pumpmounting lug and the center main bear
ing cap. When reassembling, be SURE that
this washer is placed on the oil pump mount
ing stud before the oil pump is installed in
place. Failure to do this will cause interfer
ence between oil pump and camshaft and will
not allow the distributor drive to mesh cor
rectly.

NOTE
When replacing oil pump drive gear (Item

23, Fig. 171) it is necessary to line up the
hole in the gear with the hole in shaft and
drill through the other half of the gear be
fore pinning in place.

Figure 172 - "N" Series Oil Pump

1. Screw
2. Lockwasher
:1. Pin
4. Stud
fl. Idler gear
Ii. Gasket
7. Cover

8. Gasket
9. Screen
10. Tube assembly
11. Shaft
12. Gear
1:1. Bushing
14. Body
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FLYWHEEL AND FLYWHEEL HOUSING
The flywheel is machined and balanced so that

the clutch face and locating counterbore will run
true with its axis.
To be sure that the crankshaft flange has not

been sprung or otherwise damaged or that the
counterbore in the flywheel, which locates it on the
crankshaft, is not damaged, mount an indicator on
the flywheel housing and check the flywheel for
runout. Caution: When checking runout remove
spark plugs to allow engine to be turned over freely.

Figure J 73 - Checking Flywheel Run-Out

The indicator should be set up so that it contacts
the clutch face or the vertical surface of the clutch
counterbore, then turn the flywheel at least one
full revolution at the same time holding against the
crankshaft to offset the possibility of end play.

Figure J 74 - Checking Flywheel Counterbore

Excessive runout of the flywheel, in either posi
tion, is probably caused by dirt in or damage to
counterbore locating the flywheel on the crank
shaft flange.
Re-locate the indicator to check the inside diam

eter of the counterbore. In both cases the maxi
mum indicator reading must not be more than .008.
When assembled, mount the indicator on the fly

wheel so that it contacts the housing face and turn
the crankshaft, at the same time holding against
it to counteract end play. The maximum indicator
reading must not exceed .008.

Figure J 75 - Checking Flywheel Housing Face

Re-locate the indicator to contact the housing
bore and check this in the same manner. The same
runout limits prevail.

Figure J 76 - Checking Housing 80re

If more than one engine is being rebuilt at a time,
the housing should be identified with its original
cylinder block and should be reassembled to that
block in the rebuilding process.
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REASSEMBLING ENGINE
In the foregoing, we have outlined procedures

for checking, repairing or replacing the many
wearing parts in the engine.
In most cases, the instructions have covered the

reassembly of parts or subassemblies made up of
several parts.
When reassembling pistons and connecting rods,

use a good ring compressor and oil the bores thor
oughly. A hammer handle may be used to bump
the pistons out of the ring compressor into the
cylinder bore.
Once more, we call attention to care demanded

to prevent connecting rods damaging the cylinder
bore finish and at the same time as they are assem
bled over the crank pin, locate them carefully in
order to protect the bearing surfaces.
Always lubricate the bearings with clean engine

oil when assembling, and tighten them to the
torque specified. Use lockwires,cotter pins or lock
washers as required to prevent nuts and screws
from loosening.

Clean cylinder head and block surfaces thor
oughly before installing gasket. Tighten all cylin
der heads or cap screws evenly and torque in fol
lowing sequence to the recommended torque.
Before assembling the oil pan with new gaskets

make certain that gasket surfaces are flat and
clean. Tighten screws in accordance with limits
prescribed in torque chart - to avoid looseness or
overstressing.

Torque Specifications for Cylinder Head
Tightening Sequence in Foot Pounds

Size- Diameter
3/8" %6" 1/:/' ~'16" i5fs"

Cylinder Heads
35-40 70-75 100-110 130-140 145-155

Figure J 77 - Cylinder Head Tightening Sequence -
Four Cylinder

Figure J 78 - Cylinder Head Tightening Sequence _
Six Cylinder

..~

figure J 79

When engine is completely assembled and filled
with proper oil, (See Lubrication Sec.) set tappets
according to the following chart:

INTAKE EXHAUST

N-56 .015 .015
N-62 .012 .012
Y Series .012 .012
F Series .014 .016*
M Series .017 .020
B Series .017 .022

,', Static ar cold setting .017

Figure 180 - Setting Tappets
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SECTION IX
TROUBLE SHOOTING

A preventive maintenance system including in
spection, lubrication and adjustment as recom
mended in our Maintenance Section will prevent
the greater portion of gasoline engine troubles.
Failure of a gasoline engine to start is mainly

due to two things: ignition trouble or failure in the
fuel system.
Operators handling the same engine every day,

soon develop a sense of impending trouble when
abnormal operation occurs. Immediate attention
to these danger signals can prevent major failures,
insure dependable operation and increase the life
of the engine.
Operators should depend on their well-developed

senses of feeling, hearing, seeing and smelling and
replace their sense of taste in this type of work -
with a generous amount of "Common-Sense".
A good rule to follow in locating trouble is to

never make more than one adjustment at a time
then locate the trouble by a process of elimination.
Remember the cause is usually Simple - rather
than mysterious and complicated.
Following are listed some of the normal com

plaints encountered in routine operation of all gas
oline engines and the probable causes.

A - STARTING MOTOR - WILL NOT CRANK
ENGINE:

1- Weak or dead battery.
2 - Poor ground connection.
3 - Faulty starting switch or relay.
4 - Defective starting motor.
5 - Internal engine seizure - turn engine man

ually to determine cause.

B - ENGINE CRANKS - BUT DOESNOT START:

Disconnect one spark plug wire, turn ignition on
with starter cranking engine and free end of wire
l/x" from cylinder head - note spark.
1- NO SPARK:

(A) - If Ammeter Shows No Discharge - it
indicates an open primary circuit due to:
1- Points not closing.
2 - Openprimary wires.
3 - Defective ignition switch.
4 - Faulty coil.

(B) - Normal Ammeter Reading (2-5 Amps)
- this indicates that primary circuit is OK
trouble may be in secondary circuit due to:

1 - Broken or grounded high tension wire
from coil to distributor.
2 - Wet high tension wires.
3 - Faulty distributor cap or rotor.
4 - Broken secondary winding of coil.

(C) - Excessive Ammeter Reading (over 5
Amps) - indicates a "short" in the primary
windingwhichmay be due to :

1- Shorted or grounded primary winding.
2 - Distributor or magneto points not
opening.
3 - Grounded breaker point arm.
4 - Defective condenser.

2 - WEAK SPARK - may be caused by:
(A) Looseignition wiring connections.
(B) Burned or pitted distributor points.
(C) Wet spark plug wires.
(D) Defective condenser.
(E) Cracked distributor cap.
(F) Weak ignition coil.

3-GOOD SPARK AT EACH PLUG-indicates
that ignition system is OKand trouble is in fuel
system - which may be due to:

(A) No Gas in Carburetor - which may he
due to:
1- No gas in tank.
2 - Cloggedfilter or lines.
3 - Faulty fuel pump.
4 - Leaky fuel line from tank.
5 - Plugged vent in fuel tank cap.

(B) Gas in Carburetor - which may be
floodeddue to:
1- Toomuch choking - plugs are wet.
2 - Wrong float level.
3 - Chokenot operating correctly.
4 - Water in Gas.
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C - ENGINE RUNS WITH CONTINUOUS MIS-FIR-
ING: Due to:
1- Uneven compression.
2 - Wet or deteriorated high tension 'wires.
3 - Cracked distributor cap.
4 - Faulty spark plugs-if spark plug por
celain is white when removed, use Colder
plug - if light brown OK- if Black or oily
use Hotter plug.

D - ENGINE RUNS UNEVENLY
1- At Idling Speed-which may be due to:

(A) Toowide spark plug gaps.
(B) Poor Carburetor idleadjustment.
(C) Wrong float level.
(D) Carburetor or intake manifold air
leaks.
(E) Leaky cylinder head gasket.

2 - At High Speed - whichmay be due to:
(A) Widebreaker points.
(B) Weakdistributor breaker arm spring
(C) Weak valve springs.
(D) Spark plug of wrong type or incor
rectgap.

E - ENGINE RUNS IMPROPERLY
1 - Back-Firing into Manifold- indicates
TooRich a fuel mixture; into carburetor in
dicates TooLean a mixture-may be due to:

(A) Late Ignition Timing.
(B) CloggedAir Cleaner.
(C) Fuel line restrictions.
(D) Cloggedcarburetor jets.
(E) Sticking Valves.
(F) Weak or broken valve springs.

2 - Excessive Ping (Detonation)-Results
in damaged pistons and bearings and is
caused by pre-ignition or using inferior
grade of gas.
3 - Engine Idles Too Fast - indicates im
proper throttle adjustment or weak throttle
return springs.
4 - Engine Dies When Idling - which in
dicates incorrect speed or mixture adjust
ment; clogged idling circuit in carburetor
or wrong choke adjustment, or air leaks in
intake manifold.
5 - Engine "Stumbles" on Acceleration -
which may be due to defective accelerator
pump or air in fuel lines.

6 - Defective Spark Plugs.

F - LACK OF POWER - whichmay bedue to :
1 - Poor Compression.
2 - Wrong Timing.
3 - Throttle control not opening fully.
4 - Air leak in fuel system.
5 - Restriction in air cleaner - should
have vacuum less than 10" water.
6 - Exhaust line obstructed - should have
back pressure of not more than 20" water.
7 - Poor fuel.
8 - Piston rings sticking or worn.

G - POOR COMPRESSION-checkwith compres
sion gauge - if irregular, seal the piston with
a teaspoonful of engine oil poured through the
spark plug hole, and take a second reading; if
pressure does not increase this will indicate
that poor seating of valves are at fault.
Poor compressionmay be due to:

1- Valves holding open - no tappet
clearance.
2 - Leaky cylinder head gasket.
3 - Broken or weak valve springs.
4 - Burned or sticking valves.
5 - Badly worn, broken or stuck piston
rings.
6 - Wrong valve timing.

H - OVERHEATING

1- Lackofwater in radiator.
2 - Fan belts slipping.
3 - Thermostat sticking or inoperative.
4 - Radiator cloggedor leaky.
5 - Late ignition timing.
6 - Backpressure in exhaust line.
7 - Defective water pump.
8 - Overloadingof engine.

I- LOW OIL PRESSURE

1 - LowOillevel.
2 - Oilpressure gauge or line faulty.
3 - Oil too light - diluted.
4 - Suction screen plugged.
5 - Dirt in relief valve or broken spring.
6 - Worn bearings.
7 - Worn or damaged oilpump gears.
8 - Worn Cam Bushings.
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J - HIGH OIL PRESSURE-should not exceed rec
ommended pressures except when engine is
starting up cold. Abnormally high oil pressure
is not desirable because it increases. oil con
sumption - possible causes of high oil pres
sures are:

1- Engine oil too heavy.
2 - Stuck relief valve.
3- Obstruction in distributing line.
4 - Faulty oil pressure gauge.

K - HIGH OIL CONSUMPTION

1- Oil leaks.
2 - Too high oil level.
3- Incorrect grade of oil used.
4 - Clogged crankcase breather.
5 - Oil pressure too high - stuck relief
valve.
6 - Piston rings not run-in, due to too
smooth cylinder bore finish or glazed con
dition.
7 - Worn, broken or stuck piston rings and
clogged oil control rings.
8 - Worn pistons and sleeves.
9 - Worn bearings.
10 - Worn valve guides.
(Manifold may be removed for visual inspec
tion.)

L - ENGINE KNOCKS AND OTHER NOISES
1- Operating Knocks - which may be due
to:

(A) Pre-Ignition - Most common cause
is due to wrong type plugs which are too
hot.
(B) Carbon - noticeable when engine is
accelerated while hot - clean head and
pistons.
(C) Timing-early timing causes knocks
similar to carbon - but may tend to kick
back when starting.
(D) Fuel- detonation knock caused by
poor gas.
(E) Overloads - particularly at lower
operating speeds.

2 - Mechanical Knocks-result from wear,
abuse or improper adj ustments - which
may be due to :

(A) Crankshaft and Main Bearings:
(1) Worn or burned-out Main Bearings
- A heavy, dull knock when accelerat
ing under load. Locate by shorting out
plugs on both sides of the bad bearing.
(2) Crankshaft End-Play - excessive
end-play is indicated by an intermittent

knock which will come and go when the
load is released and engaged.

(B) Connecting Rod Bearings
(1) Worn or Burned-out Bearings _
The worst condition, a light pound or
metallic knock, is noted at idling and to
about % maximum speed. Bad bear
ings can be determined by shorting out
plugs.

(C) Pistons and Wrist-Pins
(1) Loose Wrist Pins - noise doubles
when the correct plug is shorted out -
most noticeable at idling speed.

(2) Piston Loose in Cylinder - "Pis
ton-Slap" is noted by metallic knocking
at low speed under load; but disappears
at high speed - also most noticeable
when starting cold -test by shorting
out plugs.

(D) Broken Piston Ring or Pin
sharp clicking noise that won't short out.
(E) Valves

(1) Burned Valves and Seats - engine
misses, especially at low speeds, or ac
celeration under load.

(2) Weak or Broken Valve Springs
missing at low or high speeds when un
der load.

(3) Sticking Valves - loss of power
and popping sound when bad.

(4) Tappet noise - excessive clear
ances cause noise when cold - which
diminishes at normal operating temper
ature.

(F) Camshaft - Noise due to loose bear
ings or end play - usually occurs at half
engine speed.

(G) Timing Gear Noise - Loose or worn
gears rattle or knock - tight gears hum.

3 - Vibration Originating at Engine - The
most common sources of vibration originat
ing in or on the engine, as distinguished
from causes created outside the engine are
as follows:

(A) Misfiring
(B) Misalignment of engine
(C) Bent or off-center coupling
(D) Engine loose on bed and type of
mountings.
(E) Out of balance condition of flywheel
and clutch assembly.
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SECTION X
TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS

Continental L-llead engines have many studs,
bolts, and cap screws of special material and sizes
and it is very important that special care be exer
cised to replace all studs and bolts in their respec
tive locations during assembly of engine.

The torque specifications, foot pounds, listed
below, MUST be followed in order to have the as
sembled engine conform to the original specifi
cations:

Size-Diameter 5/16" 3/8" 7/16" 1/2" 9/16" 5/8"

Cylinder Heads ---.- 35-·10 70-75 100-110 130-140 145-155

l\Iain Bearing Caps ---- :~5-·10 70-75 85-95 110-120 1,10-1£)0

Connecting Rods 20-2G ,IO-·F) I fi5-60 90-100 110-120 -_. __ .--

Flywheels 20-25 35-,10 70-75 85-95 100-110 115-155

Manifolds 1G-20 25-:~O 40-50 50-60 50-60 GO-70

Gear Covers, Water Pumps, 15-20 25-30 50-55 80-90
Front and Hear End Plates -------- --

Oil Pans 12-1G 12-1G _,------ -------- .-------_. ----_- -

Flywheel Housings 15-20 25-30 50-55 80-90 115-125

Camshaft Nut

Thread Size %" 7 I " I" 1 'Is" 1 '/4",/\

C.l. Shafts 65-70.# 70-HO:t; 95-100# 125-130# 115-150:t;

Forged Steel Shafts * 1:..!()-l~;-).:;:;:* 175-180#
Elastic Stop Nut wiC.l. !i5-7U#
or Forged Steel Shaft

*When Cam Gear Governor is used with a steel camshaft, torque cam nut to 85-~)o#
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SECTION XI
LIMITS AND CLEARANCE DATA

NOTE: DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE FOR
STANDARD ENGINES

Y·69 F·124 F·186 M·271
N·56 F·209 M·290 8·371Engine Model N·62 Y·91 F·140 F·226 M·330 8·427Y·112 F·162 F·244 M·363
INTAKE INTAKE INTAKE INTAKE

VALVE GUIDE AND AND AND AND INT. EXH. INT: EXH.EXHAUST EXHAUST EXHAUST EXHAUST

Length J2J)'2 2%2 2~6 2~6 3~6 3.0 2% 3K6
Outside Dia. .5645/.5635 .5645/.5635 .6575/.6565 .6575/.6565 .752/.751 .814/.813Stem Hole Dia. .3169/.3159 .3167/.3157 .3432/.3422 .3432/.3422 .4067/.4057 .4370/.4360

'Wear Limits-Max. Dia. .3184 .3182 .3447 .3447 .4082 .4385
Distance, Cyr. Block

2%2 % 11%2 ]1%2 1!4 lU6 1% 1~6Contact Face to Guide

VALVES, INTAKE

Stem Dia. .3149/.3141 .3149/.3141 .3414/.3406 .3414/.3406 .4037/.4026 .4340/.4329'Wear Limits, Min. Dia. .3121 .3121 .3386 .3386 .4006 .4309Seat Angle 30· 30· 30· 30· 30· 30·
Stem Clearance Limits .001/.0006 .001/.0006 .0026/.0008 .0026/.0008 .0036/.002 .0036/.002'Wear Limits-Max. CI. .003 .003 .0046 .0046 .0056 .0056Desired Stem Clear. .0008 .0008 .00lS .00lS .002 .002

VALVES, EXHAUST

Stem Dia. .3132/.3124 .3132/.3124 .3385/.3377 .3385/.3357 .4014/.4007 .43lS/.4305
'Wear Limits-Min. Dia. .3104 .3104 .3357 .3357 .3987 .4285
Seat Angle 45· 45· 45· 45· 45· 45·
Stem Clearance-Limits .0047/.0043 .0047/.0043 .0055/.0037 .0055/.0037 .0055/.0043 .006/.0045

'Wear Limits, Mat. CI. .0063 .0063 .0075 .00.75 .0075 .008
Desired Stem CI. .0035 .0035 .0045 .0045 .0045 .0045

VALVE SPRINGS

Outside Dia. % 3~2 31/ 1.150/1.130 1.302/1.282 H{6/32
Length-Valve closed 1% 14%'4 14%'4 12~2 1% 1.617
load-Valve closed 18·22# 47·53# 47·53H 47·53# 58·64# 6SJ1·m-'2

'Wear limits-Min. Wgt. 16# 42# 42# 42# 52= 59=
length-Valve open 1Ys 12!(4 127/ 1% 1.521 1.316/64
load-Valve open 32·38H 96·104# 96·104H 103·110* 115·123= 137·151=

'Wear limits-Min. Wgt. 29# 86# 86 z: 93# 103= 123=
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LIMITS AND ClE'ARANCE DATA

Y·69 F·124
M·271

Engine Model N·56 Y·91 F·140
F·186 F·226 M·290 8·371

N·62 F·209 F·244 M·330 8·427
Y·112 F·162 M·363

CAMSHAn

Brg. Journal Dia. # 1 1.7465/1.7455 1.8095/1.8085 1.8725/1.8715 1.8725/1.871 5 1.8725/1.8715 2.1850/2.1840 2.2430/2.2420

#2 1.7465/1.7455 1.7465/1.7457 1.7465/1.7457 1.8095/1.8085 1.8095/1.8085 2.1225/2.1215 2.2430/2.2420

#3 1.2465/1.2455 1.2475/1.2465 1.2475/1.2465 1.7465/1.7 457 1.7465/1.7457 2.0600/2.0590 2.2430/2.2420

#4 None None None 1.2475/1.2465 1.2475/1.2465 1.7475/1.7465 2.2430/2.2420

·Wear Limits-Min. Dia. (.001UNDERMINIMUMNEWSHAFTDIAMETER)
Bushing-Inside Dia. # 1 1.750/1.749 1.8125/1.8llS 1.8755/1.8745 1.8755/1.8745 1.8755/1.8745 2.1870/2.1865 2.2450/2.2445

#2 1.750/1.749 1.7502/1.7495 1.7502/1.7495 1.8125/1.8115 1.8125/1.8llS 2.1245/2.1240 2.2450/2.2445

#3 1.250/1.249 1.2505/1.2495 1.2505/1.2495 1.7502/1.7495 1.7502/1.7495 2.0620/2.0615 2.2450/2.2445

#4 (No Bushings) None None 1.2505/1.2495 1.2505/1.2495 1.7495/1.7490 2.2450/2.2445

Bushing-Clearance Limits .0045/.0025 .004/.002 .004/.002 .004/.002 .004/.002 .003/.0015 .003/.0015

End Play .007/.003 .007/.003 .009/.005 .009/.005 .009/.005 .008/.005 .009/.005

CONNECTING RODS

Bush. HoleDia. .6067/.6057 .7632/.7622 .914/.913 .914/.913 .914/.913 1.313/1.312 1.500/1.499

Brg.Hole Dia. 1.6240/1.6245 1.6245/1.6240 2.0620/2.0615 2.0620/2.0615 2.1870/2.1865 2.3745/2.3740 2.6870/2.6865

Brg.Thickness .06175/.06150 .06190/.06165 .06190/.06165 .0619/.06165 .06130/.06155 .06180/.06205 .09300/.09325

·Wear Limits-Min. Thk. .0610 .06115 .06115 .06115 .0608 .0613 .0925

Dia.-Crank Pin 1.499-1.500 1.499/1.500 1.9375/1.9365 1.9375/1.9365 2.0619/2.0627 2.248/2.249 2.498/2.499

·Wear Limits-Min. Dia. 1.498 1.498 1.9355 1.9355 2.0609 2.247 2.497

Clearance Limits .0005/.0025 .0002/.0022 .0002/.0022 .0002/.0022 .0007/.0025 .0009/.0029 .001/.003

DesiredClearance .0015 .001 .001 .001 .0015 .0015 .002

·Wear Limits-Max. CI. .0035 .0032 .0032 .0032 .0035 .0039 .004

Side Play .010/.006 .0105/.006 .010/.006 .010/.006 .010/.006 .010/.006 .010/.006

Desired Side Play .006 .0065 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006

MAIN BEARINGS

Dia. of Brg. Bore in Block 2.1710/2.1703 1.8747/1.8740 2.4372/2.4365 2.4372/2.4365 2.5615/2.5622 2.8122/2.8llS 3.0622/3.0615

Brg.Thickness .08475/.08450 .06265/.06240 .09315/.09290 .09315/.09290 .09250/.09275 .0930/M275 .09300/.09275

·Wear Limits-Min. Thk. .0840 .0619 .0924 .0924 .0920 .09225 .09225

Dia. of Main,Brg. Jr. 2.000/1.999 1.7485/1.7475 2.250/2.2490 2.250/2.249 2.3744/2.3752 2.624/2.623 2.874/2.873

·Wear Limits-Min. Dia. 1.998 1.7465 2.248 2.248 2.3734 2.622 2.872

Clearnnce Limits .003/.0008 .0024/.0002 .0024/.0002 .0024/.0002 .0028/.0008 .0037/.0015 .0037/ .0015

Desired Clearance .0015 .001 .001 .001 .0015 .0025 .0025

C/S End Play. .003/.008 .003/.008 .003/.008 .003/.008 .003/.008 .003/.008 .003/.008

PISTON PIN See Note 1 See Note 2 See Note 3 See Note 4 See Note 5 See Note 6

Length 1.925/1.920 2.066/2.056 2.504/2.489 2.504/2.489 2.815/2.805 3.190/3.175 3.365/3.355
Diameter .5435/.5433 .7085/.7083 .8593/.8591 .8593/.8591 .8593/ .8591 1.1093/1.1091 1.2500/1.2498

·Wear Limits-Min. Dia. .5430 .7080 .8588 .8588 .8588 .8588 1.2495
Desired Fit Light Push Light Push Light Push Light Push Light Push Light Push Light Push
Bush. HoleDia.-Fin. .5438/.5436 .7089/.7087 .8597/.8595 .8597/.8595 .8597/.8595 1.1097/1.1095 1.2504/1.2502
·Wear Limits-Max. Dia. .5448 .7099 .86.07 .8607 .8607 1.1107 1.2514
Pin CI.in Bushing .0005/.0001 .0006/.0002 .0006/.0002 .0006/.0002 .0006/.0002 .0006/.0002 .0006/.0002
Desired Pin Fit .0003 .0004 .0004 .0004 .0004 .0004 .0004

NOTE 1 - Y·91 PISTONPIN LENGTH2.441 /2.431
Y·m PISTONPIN LENGTH2.7553/2.7543

NOTE2 - F·140 PISTONPIN LENGTH2,691 /2.676
F·I62 PISTONPIN LENGTH2.878 /2.868

NOTE3 - F·209 PISTONPIN LENGTH2.691 /2.676

NOTE4 - F·244 PISTONPIN LENGTH2.878 /2.868

NOTE5 - M·271 PISTONPIN LENGTH3.065/3.050
M·330 PISTON PIN LENGTH3.440/3.42S
M·363 PISTONPIN LENGTH3.440/3.425

NOTE6 - 8..427 PISTONPIN LENGTH3.630/3.620
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LIMITS AND CLEARANCE DATA

Engine Model N-56 N-62 Y-69 Y-91 Y-l12 F-124 F-140 F-162

PISTONS

CylinderDia. 2.252 /2.250 2.377 /2.375 2.502 /2.500 2.877 /2.875 3.1875/3.1895 3.002 /3.000 3.1895/3.1875 3.4395/3.437~
*WearLimits-Cyl.Bore .008 .008 .008 .008 .008 .008 .008 .008
PistonPinHoleDia. .5436/.5434 .5436/.5434 .7086/.7084 .7086/.7084 .7086/.7084 .8594/.8592 .8594/.8592 .8594/.8592
RingGrooveWidth-# 1 .096 /.095 .096 /.095 .0955/.0945 .0955/.0945 .0955/.0945 .127 /.126 .1265/.1255 .1285/.1275
*Max.WearLimits .098 .098 .0975 .0975 .0975 .129 .1285 .1305
RingGrooveWidth# 2- .096 /.095 .096 /.095 .0955/.094 .0955/.094 .0955/.094 .127 /.126 .126 /.125 .1285/.1275#3- .1885/.1875 .1885/.1875 .251 /.250 .251 /.250 .251 /.250
*Max.WearLimit#2- .098 .098 .0975 .0975 .0975 .1290 .1280 .1305#3- .1905 .1905 .253 .253 .253
RingGrooveWidth# 4 None None None None None .251 /.250 .251 /.250 .253 /.252
*Max.WearLimit - - - - - .253 .253 .255
RingGrooveWidth# 5 NOlle None Nane None None None None None
Max.WearLimit - - - - - - - -
PistonFit-FeelerGauge .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .003 .003 .003

Lbs.Pull 5·10# 5·10# 5·10# 5·10# 5·10# 5·10# 5·10# 5·10#

PISTON RINGS

RingWidth-#l .0935/.0925 .0935/.0925 .0935/.0925 .0935/.0925 .0935/.0925 .174 /.123 .124/.123 .124 /.123
*WearLimits-Min.Width .0905 .0905 .0905 .0905 .0905 .12: .121 .121
RingWidth-#2 .0935/.0925 .0935/.0925 .0935/.0925 .0935/.0925 .0935/.0925 .124 /.123 .124 /.123 .124/.123#3 .1865/.1860 .1865/.1860 .249 /.2485 .249 /.2485 .249 /.2485
*WearLimits-

Min.Width # 2 .0905 .0905 .0905 .0905 .0905 .121 .121 .121#3 .1840 .1840 .2465 .2465 .2465
RingWidth-#4 None None Nane None None .249 /.2485 .249 /.2485 .249 /.2485
WearLimits-Min.Width - - - - - .2465 .2465 .2465
RingWidth-# 5 None None None None None None None None
WearLimits-Min.Width - - - - - - - -
RingGapClear.-# 1 .013 /.005 .017 /.007 .015 /.007 .015 /.007 .013 /.008 .013 /.008 .017 /.007 .017 /.007

RingGapClear.-#2 & 3 .013 /.005 .017 /.007 # 2-.015/.007 # 2-.015/.007 # 2-.013/.008 .013 /.008 .017 /.007 .017 /.007#3-.013/.005 #3-.013/.005 #3-.016/.008
RingGapClear.-# 4 None Nane None Nane None .017 /.007 .016 /.008 .017 /.007
RingGapClear.-# 5 None None None None None None None None
RingSideClear.-# 1 .0035/.0015 .0035/.0015 .003 /.001 .0025/.001 .003 /.001 .004 /.002 .0035/.0015 .0055/.0035
RingSideClear.-#2 .0035/.0015 .0035/.0015 .003 /.001 .0025/.001 .003 /.001 .004 /.002 .0035/.0015 .0055/.0035#3 .0025/.001 .0025/.001 .0025/.001 .0025/.001 .0025/.001
RingSideClear.-# 4 None None None None None .0025/.001 .0025/.001 .0045/.003

*CAMSHAFT BORE IN BLOCK - FINISH REAMED

Front Rear
Model Front Interm. Center Interm. Rear

N56 1.749 None None None 1.249
1.748 1.248

N62 1.750 None None None 1.250
1.749 1.249

Y400 1.9375 None 1.8750 None 1.3750
1.9370 1.8745 1.3745

F400 2.0000 None 1.8750 None 1.3750
1.9995 1.8740 1.3745

F600 2.0000 1.9375 None 1.8750 1.3750
1.9995 1.9370 1.8745 1.3745

M600 2.3750 2.3125 None 2.2500 1.9375
2.3740 2.3115 2.2490 1.9365

8600 2.3750 2.3750 None 2.3750 2.3750
2.3740 2.3740 2.3740 2.3740
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LIMITS AND CLEARANCE DATA

Engine Model M-290 M-330 M-363 B-371 B-427

PISTONS

CylinderDia. 3.752 /3.750 4.002 /4.000 4.000 /3.9995 4.127 /4.125 4.3145/4.3125
'Wear Limits-Cyl.Bore .008 .008 .008 .008 .008
PistonPinHoleDia. 1.1094/1.1092 1.1094/1.1092 1.1097/1.1095 1.2501/1.2499 1.2501/1.2499
RingGrooveWidth-# 1 .1275/ .1265 .1275/ .1265 .0975/ .0965 .1275/ .1265 .0975/ .0965
'Max.WearLimits .1295 .1295 .0995 .1295 .0995
RingGrooveWidth-#2·3 .1265/ .1255 .1265/ .1255 .0975/ .0965 .1265/ .1255 .0975/ .0965
'Max.WearLimit .1285 .1285 .0995 .1285 .0995
RingGrooveWidth-# 4 .1895/ .1880 .1895/ .1880 .1885/ .1875 .251 / .250 .251 / .250
'Max.WearLimit .1915 .1915 .1915 .2530 .2530
RingGrooveWidth-# 5 .1895/ .1880 .1895/ .1880 .1895/ .1880 .1885/ .1875 .1885/ .1875
'Max.WearLimit .1915 .1915 .1915 .1905 .1905
PistonFit·FeelerGauge .005 .005 .003 .005 .005

Lbs.Pull 5·10# 5·10# 5·10# 5·10# 5·10#

PISTON RINGS

RingWidth-#1 .124 /.123 .124/.123 .0935/.0930 .124 /.123 .0935/.0930
'Wear Limits-Min.Width .121 .121 .0910 .121 .0910
RingWidth-#2 & 3 .124 /.123 .124 /.123 .0935/.0930 .124/.123 .0935/.0930
'Wear Limits-Min.Width .121 .121 .0910 .121 .0910
RingWidth-#4 .1865/.1860 .1865/.1860 .1865/.1860 .249 /.2485 .249 /.2485
'Wear Limits-Min..Width .184 .184 .1840 .2465 .2465
RingWidth-# 5 .1865/.1855 .1865/.1855 .1865/.1860 .1865/.1855 .1865/.1855
'Wear Limits-Min.Width .1835 .1835 .1840 .1835 .1835
RingGapClearance-# 1 .013 /.008 .013 /.008 .025 /.013 .016 /.011 .023 /.013
RingGapClearance-#2 & 3 .018 /.008 .016 /.011 .023 /.013 .016 /.011 .023 /.013
RingGapClearance-#4 .018 /.008 .020 /.010 .023 /.013 .017 /.007 .023 /.013
RingGapClearance-# 5 .018 /.008 .016 /.011 .023 /.013 .017 /.007 .023 /.013
RingSideClearance-# 1 .0045/.0025 .0045/.0025 .0045/.003 .0045/.0025 .0045/.003
RingSideClearance-#2 & 3 .0035/.0015 .0035/.0015 .0045/.003 # 2-.0045/.0025

.0045/.003# 3-.0035/.0015
RingSideClearance-# 4 .0035/.0015 .0035/.0015 .0025/.001 .0025/.001 .0025/.001
RingSideClearance-# 5 .004 /.0015 .004 /.0015 .0035/.0015 .003 /.001 .0025/.001

-------------------------


